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PARTIAL FINAL AWARD ON ROMNEY AND BAUER
INDIVIDUAL CLAIMS

Partial Final Award on Individual Claimsl

I, THE UNDERSIGNED ARBITRATOR, having been designated in accordance with the
"Arbitration Agreement," entered into between Claimants Michael Romney and Faron Bauer
(respectively or collectively the "Claimants") and Respondents Franciscan Medical Group,
Franciscan Health Systems, and Catholic Health Initiatives 1(collectively Respondents)
(referenced in Respondents' Answer and attached to it as Exhibits A and B) (Hearing Exhs.16,
17 with addenda Exhs. 23, 24), and having been duly sworn and having heard the proofs and
allegations of the parties, and having previously issued an Interim Statement of Decision dated
December 10, 2019, do hereby issue this Partial Final Award regarding the individual claims of
Claimants, as follows:

I.
BACKGROUND AND PROCEDURAL HISTORY
This employment case has followed a twisting path from its November, 2013 filing in King
County, Washington state court as a class action, now entitled Cindius Romney et al. v.
Franciscan Medical Group, et al., No. 13-2-38634-8 KNT, to this arbitral forum. Claimants are
two physicians (one now deceased) and one advanced nurse practitioner employed in Gig
Harbor, Washington who seek to represent a class of provider employees of Respondents in
Washington. The Court of Appeals of Washington, Division 1, in 199 Wash. App. 589,607
(7/10/17) held "We conclude that FMG waived its right to object to the putative class preceding
(sic) to arbitration" and remanded to the trial court. On remand, the trial court stayed the
litigation and ordered the parties to arbitrate "plaintiffs' claims, including the putative class,
before a single arbitrator pursuant to the Court of Appeals' decision and mandate" (3/27/18
Order Parag. 2). Claimants filed their class arbitration Demand before the AAA; this Arbitrator
was invited and accepted by the parties. Exhibit D to Claimants' respective employment
contracts is the arbitration agreement that governs this Arbitration.
Claimants Dr. Faron Bauer and Dr. Michael Romney (whose estate is now represented by his
widow, Cindius Romney) also bring individual claims for wrongful termination in violation of
public policy for their May 2013 firing. (Plaintiffs' Class Action Complaint, Parags. 50-55) In a
July 2018, pre-hearing conference with the Arbitrator, the parties stipulated to bifurcate the
claims in order to first decide the individual wrongful termination claims and issue an award on
those claims. (Procedural Order #2, Parag. 8, July 24, 2018.) Claimant Kristen Childress is not a
party in this portion of the Arbitration since she did not bring a wrongful termination claim and
the class is also not involved in this phase. The parties agreed that the Arbitrator will issue a
Partial Final Award respecting these wrongful termination claims (Procedural Order #7 Parag.
17), after which the Arbitrator will retain jurisdiction over the remainder of Named Claimants'
claims, including the claimed class aspects of the case. (Procedural Order #8)
After discovery, the evidentiary hearings on the wrongful termination claims began in Seattle,
Washington, at the offices of Claimants' counsel. The hearings took place over a fifteen-day
period, March 5, 6, 7, 8, 11, 12, 13, 14, and 15, June 11, 12, and 13, and finally July 30, 31 and
1 By agreement of the parties, Respondents Franciscan Health Ventures, a Washington Corporation, and Franciscan
Northwest Physicians Health Network, LLC, a Washington Corporation, are no longer parties to this Arbitration.
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August 1. The hearings were reported and transcribed. Almost two dozen witnesses testified,
and hundreds of exhibits were admitted. Appearing for Claimants were Scott Blankenship, Esq.
and Richard Goldsworthy, Esq., The Blankenship Law Firm, PLLC. Claimants Dr. Faron Bauer
and Cindius Romney (and her sister, Carol Hunter) attended the hearings. Respondents were
represented by Donald Samuels, Esq., and Adam Merrill, Esq., Polsinelli and either Ms. Sharon
Royne or Ms. Bev Corder attended as representatives for Respondents.
Having reviewed the evidence and the briefs, this Arbitrator concludes that Claimants have
established their case for wrongful termination under the applicable Washington law. They
engaged in concerted activities to protect patient health and safety. Respondents terminated
Claimants' employment as a result, in significant part, of Claimants' protected activities, which
establishes the tort. This Partial Final Award is necessarily lengthy. Respondents denied they
terminated Claimants due to any protected activity and instead raised many other reasons for the
decision. Having evaluated all of the numerous arguments and facts presented in the hearings,
this Partial Final Award explains their significance to the Arbitrator's conclusions.

II.

THE PARTIES
While Claimants Bauer and Romney are the Claimants in this phase of the case, the parties
disagree as to the proper Respondents, all affiliated healthcare entities. Respondents admit that
Franciscan Medical Group (FMG) and Franciscan Health Systems (FHS) were Claimants'
employers (Answer Parags. 13, 14), so they are proper Respondents, but Respondents argue that
Catholic Health Initiatives (CHI), the parent of FHS, was not Claimants' employer (Answer,
Parag. 29) and therefore is not a proper party. (Procedural Order #2 Parag. 10)
In response to the Arbitrator's order to brief the subject, the first Paragraph of Claimants'
opening brief asserts information about CHI, but it is argument only. Items attached as exhibits
to Claimants' prehearing brief were not all offered in evidence and are not germane if not. The
issue is whether there is sufficient evidence to determine if CHI is a proper Respondent.
Respondents contend that the Arbitrator lacks jurisdiction to determine if CHI is a proper party.
Respondents argue that the determination whether a non-signatory to the arbitration agreement
may be required to arbitrate is a "gateway issue" that only the court may decide. While this is a
generally accurate statement of the law, it appears that in this instance, an earlier decision of the
Washington appellate court has already found that even non-signatories such as CHI may be
ordered to arbitration and that court compelled arbitration. 186 Wash. App. 728, 747 (2015) The
Arbitrator has not received briefing specifically on the status of that 2015 decision, which
appears to be law of the case. Therefore, this Partial Final Award states the facts that in the
Arbitrator's view support such a ruling. The Arbitrator has not determined that her jurisdiction
(Rule 6, AAA Employment Rules) includes a ruling that CHI may be required to arbitrate.
Claimants argue that Washington law supports the conclusion that CHI is a proper party based
on the law applied to parent and subsidiary corporations:
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"When the charges against a parent and subsidiary are based on the same faces, as is the
case here, and are inherently inseparable, a court may order arbitration of claims against
the parent even though the parent is not a party to the arbitration agreement. J .J. Ryan &
Sons, Inc. v. Rhone Poulenc Textile, S.A., 863 F.2d 315, 320-21 (4th Cir. 1988)"
Townsend v. Quadrant Corp., 153 Wash. App. 870, 889 (2009)
Here the claims against CHI are the same as those against FMG and FHS. Moreover, here it is
undisputed that CHI took the step of joining as a moving party on the motion to compel
arbitration. In their Reply on that motion, dated January 21, 2014, Respondents argued in part:

"D. The Non-Signatory Defendants Are Entitled to Arbitrate
FHS and CHI were not Plaintiffs' employers and, therefore, are improper parties
to this action. Plaintiffs entered into Employment Agreements solely with FMG.
(citations omitted.) FHS and CHI, however, are still entitled to arbitrate under the
Addenda which define "FMG" as including "Franciscan Medical Group, and its
affiliates, subsidiaries, and parent companies." (fn omitted; citation omitted)"(emphasis
added)
Under these circumstances, CHI has waived any argument that it is not a proper party to this
Arbitration. Indeed, it deliberately availed itself of the arbitration forum to decide this dispute.
The available evidence tends to show a material connection between providers contracted with
FMG, and its parent CHI. The Physician Handbook, admitted in evidence as Exhibit 170, was
explored in the deposition testimony of O'Connor and Green. (See, e.g., O'Connor deposition
Exh. 5). The Handbook placed FMG employees under the wider CHI umbrella. "It is important
that each physician understands and practices the mission and values of Franciscan Health
systems (FHS) and Catholic Health Initiatives (CHI)." (page 1) Exhibit H to each physician's
contract provided that physicians were required to observe CHI' s Standards of Conduct, Ethical
and Religious directives.
The physician was required to confirm and acknowledge the handbook at the outset of his/her
employment:
"This confirms that I have received this Physician Handbook of Franciscan Medical
Group. It is my responsibility to read and become familiar with the information
continued within the Handbook." (Page 5)
The Handbook covered all aspects of the doctor's employment, setting the reporting
relationships (page 10), the peer review process (page 18), the obligatory non-compete "to
protect market share." (page 8) The Handbook advised the doctor that, for assistance on ethical
decision making, there was access to a CHI Alertline. (page 11)
When FMG brought on a new doctor, it had a set procedure for checking references, hospital
privileges, and so forth. (page 17) A new doctor's orientation included CHI ethics in the
workplace, mission, values and history. Compensation policies were set in the Handbook,
including prohibition of overtime (page 32). The doctor had access to a tax deferred savings
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plan, and a pension plan through CHI (page 36). 2 All doctors were also insured for workers'
compensation through a CHI benefit program.
The progressive discipline system was also laid out in the Handbook, beginning at page 26. In
Paragraph 2.5 of Bauer's operative employment agreement, June, 2011, for example, he agreed
that he would maintain his medical staff membership. (Exh. 16)
It is undisputed that Claimants' employment contracts were not individually negotiated. CHI
supplied a template used to create the provider contracts, such as those used for Romney and
Bauer. Claimants' operative contracts (Exh. 16 and 17), dated as of June 30, 2011, recite that the
parties are the respective physician and FMG. Each contract also provides that the physician will
render professional services in accordance with the rules, regulations and protocols of FHS
(referenced as "Franciscan Health System/Medical Center"). There is limited mention of CHI in
the contracts, though Claimants assert and Respondent do not deny, that CHI issued their
paychecks. (Exh. 133, Bauer's W2, is from CHI.) The only Respondent signatory to the
employment contracts is FMG.
CHI is implicated in the non-compete, as well. It forced a non-compete that was very broad
(Green Depa. Dec. 12, 2014 100:3-101 :7), covering three Washington counties. (Exhs. 16, 17,
with addenda 23, 24)
The evidence shows that CHI exercised significant control over the operations of FMG
respecting the employment of providers. It set the corporate policies, including pay and the noncompete. (Exh. 133) It mandated the form of the contracts FMG used with its providers. It
offered the corporate programs-including insurance and other benefits--to which employees
were subscribed as a result of their employment. (Exh. 130) The power was sufficient to
establish CHI as a joint employer under Washington law. Becera v. Expert Janitorial, LLC, 181
Wash. 2d 186, 196 (2014) Evaluating the fact-intensive circumstances of the entire employment
relationship as Washington law requires, the Arbitrator is of the view that CHI is properly a
Respondent in this Arbitration. In the December 10, 2019, Interim Statement of Decision, the
Arbitrator ruled that if either party disagreed that the law of the case set out in the 2015 appellate
decision binds the Arbitrator, the party could raise its position before the conclusion of this
phase. Neither Claimants nor Respondents disagreed and Respondents now stipulate that CHI is
a proper party to this Arbitration.

III.
ST. ANTHONY'S PROMPT CARE (SAPC)
All Named Claimants were providers3 employed at St. Anthony's Prompt Care (SAPC), now
known as Franciscan Prompt Care - Gig Harbor. It was and is located on the ground floor at
2

CHI wrote Romney the letter confirming his employment and his medical coverage, as well as his termination
date. (Exh. 132)
3
The Arbitrator uses the term "providers" to distinguish the physicians and nurse practitioners, such as Childress,
from the other nurses, techs and medical assistants, who are generally referred to as "staff." There is disagreement
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4700 Pt. Fosdick Drive N.W. in Gig Harbor, Washington. SAPC was the oldest ofFMG's
prompt care clinics and. Romney and Bauer were the longest serving providers there. Both had
been hired in 2007, January for Romney and August for Bauer. Kristen Childress started at about
the same time as Bauer. The situation unfolded over several years.
The prompt care clinics had onerous working conditions. The SAPC clinic was open 7 days a
week, and providers and staff worked 12 hour shifts on a varying schedule. The prompt care
personnel, both providers and staff (nurses, medical assistants, etc.) turned over frequently.
These three providers were respected and generally well liked. No workplace is problem free of
course, and this one was no exception. Respondents' witnesses testified that it had more conflict
and turnover than most. Director Dr. Jeffrey Harrison described "continued weirdness in SAPC
over the last couple of years" in 2011 (Exhs. 11, 12). This conclusion, reiterated by
Respondents' witnesses, is not borne out by many of the contemporaneous documents.
(Collective Exh. 218 HR summaries; contrast HR Director Cheree Green's testimony, hearing
day #13 with Exh. 218.)
In the broader health care landscape, FMG grew quickly during Claimants' employment. It had
150 clinics and its chief Medical Officer (CMO) at the time of these events, Dr. Stephen Spare,
testified that when he arrived at FMG it had 200 to 250 doctors, while by the time he left in July
2014 it employed 600 doctors.(1043:6-12) Given the size of the organization, it is not surprising
that Spare testified that they needed consistency in operations. (1248:20-1249:7)
To oversee the clinics, Respondents relied on top down management with a military flavor.
Several of Respondents' witnesses used that terminology to describe their understanding of their
responsibilities and those of others above them in the organization.4 This structure is
understandable given the vast size of the organization, but it created a tendency on the part of
middle managers to push decisions to a higher level in the "chain of command." It also fostered
a remote relationship between providers and decisionmakers, a result Claimants also noted in
pressing their concerns in this case. (See, e.g., Exh. 117, Romney handwritten note concerning
his meeting with Green)
The evidence showed that clinic management likewise was a revolving door. That fact
contributed to ongoing disagreements between the providers and upper management as to the
clinics' optimum focus. Romney, who had worked in urgent care for many years and owned two
urgent care clinics in his career, had his own ideas as to the direction SAPC should take. Bauer
shared his views concerning experimentation and different clinic models, but higher management
did not. This naturally caused tension.
While FMG had a progressive discipline system, Respondents did not use it in this case.
(Respondents' Green testified at her deposition (pages 80-100), that was because the
organization favored using the simple "without cause" termination route given the providers'
as to the proper title for Childress. Claimants call her "doctor'' since she has a PhD, though Respondents claim
others referred to her using her first name and without the title doctor. The Arbitrator notes that Peter O'Connor,
also a PhD and not a physician, was nonetheless referred to by other employees as "doctor'' from time to time. For
convenience this Interim Statement of Decision eliminates the titles.
4
Harrison, for example, testified that he demoted Bauer for "conduct unbecoming." (3476:4)
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contracts.) She testified that as a result there existed no written record for the provider and
implied that this was good for the provider since if he was looking for another job after
termination, he would not have anything "bad" in his personnel file.
In this case, the two doctors were fired late on Sunday afternoon, May 19, 2013. "without cause"
by Spare and COO Peter O'Connor in person. Claimants, who were the only providers staffing
the clinic, were told to see all remaining patients before turning in their keys and leaving with all
of their personal effects. Romney, 72 at the time of his termination, never worked again, and
Bauer, 47, took many months to find employment. In June 2013, they (together with ARNP
Childress) filed a class action in Washington state court.
SAPC Governance
SAPC had a dual track reporting system. A clinic manager oversaw the staff, and a medical
director oversaw the providers. Bauer was the medical director for about 2 years. During that
period, he reported to Harrison, the Regional Medical Director at the time.
For a while, all went well (Exh. 6) and Harrison offered Bauer directorship of a Prompt Care
Service Line FMG apparently intended to create. When those plans failed to jell, the clinic kept
its orientation and the day to day work continued. Later, Harrison apparently became dissatisfied
with Bauer's performance, and on March 11, 2011, demoted him (Exh. 11 ). Once Bauer was
demoted, SAPC never again had an on-site medical director; Harrison simply installed himself in
that position. As time went on, the vision of the clinic providers more obviously differed from
that ofFMG. (Exh. 19; Spare 1023:4-25)
The problems with Harrison as medical director immediately emerged. Harrison was already
medical director of the family practice clinic, and was officed on a different floor of the building.
He did not have an office in SAPC and was rarely seen there. Moreover, Harrison was a hands
off manager (Exh. 13) and his efforts to delegate his responsibilities to non-physicians prompted
discontent at SAPC. He gave increasing responsibility to SAPC clinic manager, Sarahbeth
Bilyeu, who then left. She was replaced in mid 2011 (Exh. 19) by Betti Wilson, whose office
was also on a different floor from SAPC.
Meanwhile, fifteen clinic staff rotated through shifts at SAPC. (1927) At first, all of the clinic
staff reported to Wilson. Then, in October 2011, she installed nurse Jesse Bivens as nursing
supervisor to oversee the clinic staff. (Exhs. 21, 198) Later, in 2013, she hired a clinic operations
supervisor who oversaw the front office staff. (1926: 10-12)
Of course, if medical issues arose, Wilson testified she did not handle them. She took them to
Harrison (1927), who had a significant follow through problem. At the October 19, 2011,
provider meeting the minutes noted: "Prompt Care providers feel that they need more
communications from Dr. Harrison as their leader." (Exh. 21)
SAPC clinic hours, scheduling, and "Overtime"
Respondents claim that other providers left SAPC due to their dissatisfaction with Romney and
Bauer, but the contemporaneous documents do not bear this out. Dr. Lomotan left in mid 2011.
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(Exh. 198) She did not testify and there is no evidence that she believed Romney or Bauer or the
other providers lacked collegiality. In fact, after her departure, Romney asked for a statement to
be sent to FMG to recognize that she had "been a very loyal employee to FMG and highly
respected by her peers." (Exh. 198) In July, 2011, Romney also welcomed Wilson back as clinic
manager. (Exh. 19)
Dr. Harris, hired to replace Lomotan, arrived December 1, 2011. (Exh. 198) He also did not
testify. He stayed only nine months before tendering his resignation and was gone by December
6, 2012. (Exhs. 198, 42) Respondents assert that Harris also left because of Claimants, but the
contemporaneous documents show instead that he was unhappy with management's pay
practices, and particularly the clinic hours. Childress mentioned that patient volume grew
exponentially in 2012 due to the Affordable Care Act. She also observed that the cases providers
encountered became more complicated due to the length of time since some patients had had
care. (544:3-17)
The clinic hours were a constant source of irritation to all providers, and management failed to
find a solution, instead blaming the employees. On Labor Day, 2012, after working with Harris
in the clinic, Romney emailed Harrison (Exh. 3 8) that Harris was very dissatisfied with having to
stay late and not being paid for it. Romney reported that Harris had said "he will not be staying
past closing time unless he is being paid overtime." 5 Harris also told Romney on September 3
that he would not be available to work on September 29 though he was "on the schedule." (Exh.
3 8) There is no record of a response from Harrison to Romney's email. (Harrison testified about
Exh. 38 at 3620- 3621. Harrison agreed that Romney's email showed Romney to be a team
player. He also admitted that Romney was advocating not to close the doors early, and instead to
keep the clinic open for patients despite not getting paid OT.) By the next provider meeting,
September 26, 2012, Harris had already submitted his resignation. (Exh. 42)
After Harris quit, the clinic was forced to go to "physician recruitment" to find someone. (Exh.
42) Harrison testified he told the SAPC providers about Dr. Sue Dillon, who was having issues
with staff at her Canyon Road clinic placement. Harrison testified he told the SAPC providers
about her problems, but they decided to try her despite that "blemish," because SAPC was
"shorthanded" since Harris had left so abruptly. (3549:14- 3550:15)
The provider meeting minutes report "Dr. Harrison asked providers to consider staggering the
provider shifts in Prompt Care-(8 am to 8 pm; 8:30 am to 8:30 pm) to help alleviate overtime
concerns in the future." There was no follow up on this point. This entry in the minutes also
suggests that Harris was concerned about his "unpaid OT"-exactly what Claimants and staff

5

Pay practices appear to have changed in mid 2012. The payments that had previously been approved for extra
work stopped. Many providers were angered by this shift in policy. (Exh. 28; 558-559) Childress testified Harris
left due in part to pay. (595:3-10) According to Bauer, at the one meeting Bauer attended with him, Spare brought
his hands down on the table and announced there would be no further discussion of it. (2219:21- 2220:9)
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remembered-not the "lack of collegiality" excuse that management used at the time of
Claimants' termination and the hearings in this case. 6
As an example of his lack of leadership, Harrison avoided the responsibility for setting schedules
and vacations. In March 2011, he announced that Childress and Lomotan were to prepare the
schedules. (Exh. 14) though it appears he also appointed Bilyeu to do that (Exh. 11 ). Then, as
his November 1, 2011 email announced, he set schedule and vacation rules with Wilson to
receive them:
"Only one provider out at a time. Vacation requests must be submitted in writing to Betti
for my approval." (Exh. 22)
But in practice, Harrison did not involve himself in schedules or vacations when he took over as
director in March 2011. Though Lomotan and Childress may have done it for a while (Exh. 14),
Bauer, whose title and power were gone, had to step in to fill the leadership vacuum. He
circulated schedules (See, e.g., Exh. 79, 88), and dealt with the fallout. Childress also continued
to help with this chore.
It should have been obvious to FMG management that, since Harrison was not in evidence Bauer
would have to drift back into a position of "leadership" without any power. This de facto
arrangement exposed Bauer to criticism for his actions that were in actuality Harrison's
responsibility. Romney testified he recognized the need for on-site leadership and continued to
mention it up to Claimants' termination, but his requests were ignored (Exhs. 117, 93)
Unpaid extra time was another constant irritant for clinic providers, as the Harris complaints
reveal. The providers were not paid for hours spent after the clinic closed, or to attend 7 am
provider meetings (573) with the clinic manager and sometimes the medical director. As a
result, if a provider was not scheduled to work on the meeting day, the provider might not attend
this before-work meeting.
Provider meetings also seem to have been tense at times. Wilson testified that Romney could be
dismissive or argumentative ifhe disagreed with what others such as Rivers or Harrison were
saying (1929).
Indeed, there developed some us versus them mentality among the SAPC providers. Much of it
was over minor issues. 7 For example, at some point, some humorous signs were posted in the
6

On November 28, 2012, Regional Director of Operations Michael Rivers reported Harris offered to work "per
diem" at SAPC, further evidence that it was pay and schedule, not his colleagues, that had caused him to quit. (Exh.
55)
7

Respondents have even attempted to make much of Bauer's use of the tenn "my" in speaking about other
providers. The evidence did not show that Bauer used this term to be anti-management or with any presumptuous or
proprietary intent. It was simply Bauer's manner of speaking. (2208: 15) He referred to Harrison as "my RMD" in
an email he sent him about the proposed service line directorship in July, 2010. (Exh. 8) Romney referred to the
group as "my providers" (Depo, 2/17/15 10:01) and Dillon call Harrison "my medical director'', for example.
(1588:18) Bauer even referred to "our FMG leadership." (Exh. 12) This terminology could not be seen as
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clinic (Exhs. 12, 15), which Wilson testified she thought "were anti-management." She admitted
that when she told the staff to take them down, they were removed. (1930) Harrison also testified
about the same signs, which he testified he discussed with Bauer in 2011 as inappropriate. One
was "no one notices what you do until you stop doing it" (Exh. 11) Another Bauer remembered
was "you don't have to be crazy to work here: we'll train you." (2289:2-7; 2324:7-13)
Provider meetings also frequently concerned petty issues, such as management's focus on the
clinic doors being shut even a few minutes before 8 pm or 5 pm. The providers supposedly
involved in this practice were not specified, but managers routinely blamed Romney and/or
Bauer, another "fact" passed up the chain to upper management. O'Connor, for example,
reported to Spare that the providers had closed the clinic early. Spare testified he sent O'Connor
to talk to them. (1147:22-1148:1) Romney admitted to instructing staff to close early on one
night only when two sick patients were being seen by the only two providers on duty, yet he and
Bauer were blamed for it every time.
Similarly, Romney and Bauer were blamed for not having the lighted clinic sign turned on at all
times. In fact, Marasco testified (495:2-20) that it was staff (not providers) who turned off the
light on the sign.
Management's biggest irritant became providers having meetings at Romney's home. Since the
providers lacked an on-site medical director, they had to deal by themselves with the problems
that arose naturally as in every workplace. To do this, the providers met together regularly,
though not frequently, to discuss matters among themselves after Sunday dinner at Romney's
home. (A handwritten list of meetings is Exh. 127). There was nothing nefarious in providers
having unofficial meetings, as management eventually conceded. (Exh. 55) While Respondents
characterize these meetings as unauthorized and exclusive, it actually appears that all providers
were welcome. (See, e.g. Exh. 7, showing Lomotan attending, July, 2010). In an email to
Childress, Bauer called the group "the team." Romney testified that all providers were invited,
and that he remembered Harrison attended. (Romney Depo. Feb. 17, 2015 15:13) (Exh. 11)
Childress testified that a calendar showing the meeting date was posted on the clinic wall where
anyone could see it. (563:1- 573:19)
The management rumor mill also reported that "decisions" were made at these meetings, though
there was no evidence of that. The reason for suspicions about the dinner meetings was the
management rumor mill. Managers lacked strong personal relationships with the clinic providers
and had no good information about their activities as a result. Though anyone who wanted to
come was invited, and Harrison admitted having been invited, he only came once, he testified.
(3482:3) What Spare testified he knew about Romney and Bauer, for example (1147:4-7), came
from Harrison's reports of them holding "unofficial meetings" at Romney's home where they
were supposedly "making decisions or coming to consensus." (3440:1- 3442:6)

demeaning or disrespectful in any way. It shows instead that Respondents have grasped at straws to find something
in Claimants' actions to complain about.
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Upper leadership also experienced 100% turnover at this time. Dr. Janis Fegley was promoted to
Regional Medical Director, and became Harrison's boss, but there is no evidence that she took
any interest in how Harrison ran SAPC. Spare arrived as CMO in September 2011, taking over
from Field, who was CMO when both Bauer and Romney had been hired. Spare was introduced
to SAPC at a provider meeting (Exh. 198); he did not interact with Romney or Bauer again until
he terminated them almost two years later. O'Connor arrived in July, 2012. Spare was gone by
July 2014 and O'Connor, though not a physician, took over as acting CMO for a time after that.
Given the poor information flow, it was not surprising that when Spare fired them in May, 2013,
he and O'Connor said Claimants were "not a good fit" and had failed to form "collegial
relationships." (See, e.g., Spare 1151:6-14)
SAPC might have continued to bump along under this dysfunctional system had it not been for
the decline in competence of Dr. John Fuchs, another SAPC provider. By continuing directly and
indirectly to press management to deal with this important and ongoing issue, Claimants put
themselves even more at odds with upper management, who wanted his competence problems to
just go away. The Arbitrator concludes from the evidence presented that management viewed
Claimants' failure to acquiesce in brushing Fuchs's problems under the rug as not collegial and
fired them while protecting Fuchs and ultimately themselves.

IV.

THE RELEVANT LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Washington law provides generally that an employer may terminate an employee's service for
any reason or for no reason. Here, Claimants' contracts (Exhs.16, 17 with addenda Exhs. 23, 24)
explicitly stated that right. Claimants certainly made mistakes in some of their interactions and
in some of their judgments. Ordinarily, their termination for lack of "collegiality," or indeed for
no reason at all, would have been acceptable.
But the employer's right to terminate without cause is subject to some restrictions under
Washington law. If an employee has been exercising certain rights, then the employer may not
terminate based on those activities. Under Claimants' view of the case, Claimants were acting
together as whistleblowers. The Arbitrator agrees. An employer does not have free rein to
terminate an employee when public policies are implicated, as they claim they were here.
In order to prevail on a whistleblower claim, Claimant employees must show that their pursuit of
those public policy rights was a significant reason for their termination. Wilson v. City of
Monroe, 88 Wash. App. 113, 121 (1997)(rev. den.) (cited and quoted in Smith v. Bates
Technical College, 139 Wash. 2d 793, 803 (2000)) If the employees produce facts to
demonstrate that conclusion, they have established the tort of wrongful discharge in violation of
public policy. Rose v. Anderson Hay and Grain Co., 184 Wash. 2d 268 (2015), citing and
quoting Thompson v. St. Regis Paper, 102 Wash. 2d 219,231 (1984). The Supreme Court of
Washington stated in Rose, "The purpose of the tort exception is to prevent employers from
utilizing the employee at will doctrine to subvert public policy ... " (at 275) The Washington
pattern jury instructions, WPI 330.50, cite the seminal case of Gardner v. Loomis Armored Inc.,
128 Wash.2d 931 (1996).
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Respondents argue that Claimants were not whistleblowers, but the Arbitrator disagrees. While
staff first raised the concerns about Fuchs' decline, Claimants supported them (Marasco 441 :13442: 15) and tried over months to elevate the issue to more senior management. (Childress
586:3- 587:2) Given FMG management's lack of interest and follow through that is revealed in
the discussion below, one wonders what more Claimants could have been expected to do.
In Karstetter v. King County Corrections Guild, a recent case involving an in-house attorney
who claimed whistleblower protection, the Supreme Court of Washington observed that
"Washington's whistle-blower provisions are intended to encourage those with knowledge of
institutional wrongs to come forward in order to safeguard the public." 193 Wash. 2d 672, 685
(2019) The court emphasized that the statutory provisions are to be read broadly:
"Protecting only those who directly reveal information while sacrificing others who assist
them would unjustly narrow the scope of whistle-blower statutes and caution future
whistle-blowers to think twice before helping other whistle-blowers." Id.
The public policy involved here is clear to the Arbitrator. While Respondents rightly argue that
this is not a medical malpractice case, Respondents' decisions about how to handle the expressed
concerns about Fuchs was a significant precipitating cause of Claimants' termination. Spare,
who made the termination decision, admitted this in his testimony concerning Exhibit 35, the
August 30, 2012, Harrison email reporting the providers' meeting with Fuchs:

"Q. What impact, if any, did this document have on your decision to terminate Drs.
Romney and Bauer?
A. It was a contributor." (1285:8-10)
Were the two Claimants terminated, in significant part, for reporting and assisting others to
report what they and other employees saw as the impairment of a physician? The answer for this
Arbitrator is yes. They were not the only employees to raise the issue, or even the first, but they
were the most senior. Once they were gone, the others did not speak up internally. Indeed, even
before Claimants were terminated, staff realized that it did no good to raise the issue to
management. (Bivens email to Wilson, Exh. 52) After Claimants were fired, Marasco testified
that Wilson told her to delete her personal Facebook post bemoaning their termination: "you just
saw what happened to those two doctors, remove it now," Wilson said. (497:7- 498:3) Marasco
complied.
After they were terminated, Claimants and others did report their concerns about Fuchs to the
Washington State Department of Health, which is discussed below. Of course, Respondents had
to balance the important due process rights of the physician whose skills were questioned with
the legitimate interests of the patients-hence management's focus in the exhibits and testimony
on whether there had been any patient complaints or any reported patient harm. The SAPC
providers and staff were raising the alarm to keep that harm from happening in the first place, but
management instead misconstrued their efforts as "slanderous." (Harrison Depo. 52:1-11)
(14:3623-3624:20; Exh. 35) How the process derailed requires a detailed examination.

v.
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DR.FUCHS
The Fuchs problem
FMG's hands-off management proved fatal when problems began to emerge with Fuchs, a wellliked provider at SAPC. While it is not apparent exactly when his deficits began to appear, Gina
Mercer, who had worked with him a few years earlier in family medicine, noted his much worse
handwriting and his hand tremor when she arrived at SAPC in August, 2011. (Exh. 19)(2819:10)
Concerns about his competence as a physician grew. At first, staff were more likely to see these
problems than were the other providers, since providers all had their own schedules and did not
practice together. As Mercer testified, ordinarily one provider could not have the opportunity to
observe a colleague. (2837:7-17)
Mercer was sure that she discussed her concerns with other staff, including Staci Williams and
Marasco (2820: 13-15) She also discussed her concerns with Bivens, nursing supervisor, from
the time she noticed the problems (2828: 17-21) Fuchs's deficits included declining fine motor
skills, which impacted his suturing, for example. She also noticed that Fuchs became easily
confused; she saw him walk into the wrong room to see a patient, for example. (2835:252836:3).
As the increasing instances of Fuchs' incompetence concerned the nursing staff, they sent word
to Wilson, the clinic director upstairs, to whom they reported. The staff did not raise their
concerns to Harrison. (Mercer 2840:17-25) Romney testified (Depo. Feb. 17, 2015 11 :22) that
"early on" the providers instructed SAPC staff to follow FMG's reporting protocol: report their
concerns in writing to Bivens, who in tum would send them up to Wilson and from there to those
who could deal with them. Bauer particularly expressed his ethical concern if he were to ignore
competence issues in another provider. (932:15-933:12)
The exhibits and testimony thus put Wilson in the middle of the information flow. Mysteriously,
the many specific staff reports about Fuchs never got beyond her into FMG's reporting system.
She claimed to have passed on the information she received from staff, and her testimony
underscores how concerned staff were about Fuchs' incompetence.
Mercer testified that she then discussed with Romney the staff's worries about Fuchs. (2821 :24 2822: 6) Once she talked to him, Mercer remembered that Romney and Bauer reported to her
and Williams in early summer, 2012, that at a meeting at Romney's home the providers had
talked to Fuchs, who agreed to limit his practice, so the staff did not need to give him those
patient charts any more (2822: 19- 2823:8) This testimony by Mercer was contradicted by
Romney, who testified that although the other providers did talk to Fuchs, he refused to limit his
practice. Marasco also testified that it was the independent decision of the staff not to send
certain patients to Fuchs (429:13-430:3). Romney, Childress and Bauer all testified that they did
not "instruct" staff not to send certain cases to Fuchs.
The witnesses' discrepancies in memory are not fatal to Claimants' case. What is important is
that, left to their own devices by FMG's lack of oversight, the SAPC providers at first tried to
figure out a collegial way to handle the issue, at least in part. They tried to convince Fuchs
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voluntarily to agree not to see patients whose needs included suturing and other fine motor skills.
They testified that they were not successful; Mercer observed that she thought Fuchs did limit his
practice for a couple of months but "then it was over" (2825: 16-17; 2839:9-16) by mid August,
when she actually met with Wilson. (Exh. 31)
When Mercer, Bauer and Childress met with Wilson on August 17, Mercer could not say if these
stories about Fuchs's issues were news to Wilson (Exh. 31 ), but Bauer and Childress testified
that Wilson did not appear surprised. (Exh. 33) Mercer remembered that Wilson did seem
surprised that the providers had talked to Fuchs and that he had agreed to limit his practice.
(2841: 1 - 2844: 1) Wilson also testified at the hearings that she was surprised, and after the
meeting she wrote a note, Exhibit 31. (1971 :6-1973 :23). According to Mercer, all of the
providers knew about Fuchs's problems (2843:8-12) and she had already alerted Romney and
Bauer. (2843 :8-10)
Bauer testified that he had seen some things with his own eyes and that he reported patient care
concerns to Harrison at a meeting on August 20. (Bauer reported to Romney and Childress
about the meeting in Exhibit 32.) According to Bauer, when Bauer mentioned the concerns to
him, Harrison said he knew; he told Bauer he would meet with Fuchs to discuss the issue.
(937:4-938: 12, Exhs. 32, 33)
Harrison testified in the hearings that he asked Fuchs to limit his practice and Fuchs refused
(2091 :15-2093:12; 2100:2-2101 :4) Harrison claimed that he did not know of serious problems,
but the testimony of other witnesses is to the contrary. Bauer testified he spoke to Harrison on
August 20, and Wilson testified that she told Harrison and gave him documented instances.
(2029:6-2030:18; 2062:3-18; 2070:11-2074:15; 2101:17-20)
By August, 2012, then, the problems with Fuchs were obvious at SAPC and both Wilson and
Harrison also knew of them. In a properly run organization, when providers and staff are
reporting significant concerns with the competence of a provider, the clinic medical director
should be the point person. CMO Spare admitted (1079:23-1080:2) that for this reason, Harrison
should have stayed on top of the Fuchs inquiry. Though Fuchs's impairment was a big concern
to the employees from 2012 into 2013, Harrison did not take charge, as the evidence showed.
Incomprehensibly, Harrison waited 10 days before even talking to Fuchs about the concerns
Bauer had presented to him. He also testified that he regarded those concerns as "slanderous"
(14:3623-3624:20) simply because he was not aware of any patients who had been "harmed" or
who had suffered "bad outcomes" (Harrison Depo. at 52: 1-11) (Exh. 35) He did nothing to learn
if there were any such patients.
From the very beginning, upper FMG management characterized the Fuchs situation as another
problem at SAPC for which Romney and Bauer were somehow responsible. This narrative
stemmed from the way Harrison presented the issue. On August 30, 2012, Harrison emailed
Spare and others in senior management, giving them their first glimpse of the issues (Exh. 35).
Spare admitted that Harrison's email contributed to his decision to terminate Bauer and Romney
in May, 2013. Mercer was working at SAPC on the Sunday when O'Connor and Spare arrived
to fire Claimants. Mercer testified that Bauer told her on that day that the reason for his
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termination was "the Dr. Fuchs' stuff' (2882:5-19) though Respondents deny that now. (See,
also Spare 2225: 16-17)
Harrison's August 2012 email revealed that, as far as he knew, FMG had no functioning peer
review system. (Exh. 35) He actually stated that the Fuchs situation gave FMG an opportunity to
create one. Analyzing Harrison's email reveals a great deal of management's priorities. After
stating that FMG's formal peer review needed improvement, he mentioned in one line that he
had met with Fuchs for an hour. However, rather than describe his meeting with Fuchs, he
digressed to discuss for three paragraphs the SAPC "exclusive" providers' meetings. Only then
did his email return to his meeting with Fuchs, and he reported to management that Fuchs had
agreed to limit his practice while a formal review took place. He closed his email "Standing by
for next steps" as if he did not know what would happen next. Testifying at the hearing,
Harrison admitted that beyond sending this August 30 email, he did "nothing" after his one
August meeting with Fuchs. (3616:25-3618:10) Simply stated, Harrison thought he had done his
job by sending the August 30 email. (3623:8-3624:20)
Harrison's effort was also ineffectual; there is no evidence that Fuchs actually did limit his
practice as Harrison had reported to his superiors. Instead, he pushed back. (Exhs. 44, 45)
According to Wilson, Fuchs became irate at any suggestion he should limit his practice (Exh.
45). As Wilson and staff reported, Fuchs continued to practice as he had been and the problems
continued (Exhs. 43, 46, 47, 48, 52, 63).
Beginning with this August 2012 introduction, the focus of senior management was instead all
on the fact that the SAPC providers had been having dinner meetings, the supposed fact that only
some people were invited to them, and the supposed fact that decisions were made at those
meetings rather than at formal provider meetings. (Exhs. 32, 33, 35) Emails among managers
quickly pointed to the providers, rather than Fuchs, as being the problem at SAPC. (Exh. 35)
The festering problem and FMG management inaction
At SAPC, the minutes of the September 26, 2012 provider meeting (Exh. 42) revealed that
nothing had happened up to that point regarding "peer review." Romney, who attended the
meeting, requested a change in the meeting minutes to reflect that "Dr. Fuchs requested formal
IRIS process review; and that Dr. Fuchs requested the formal process for peer review."
The minutes read:
"Dr. Fuchs would like to have a formal process for peer review. Per Dr. Harrison, FMG
realizes that this is needed. Dr. Harrison will continue to look into this and report back@
next meeting." (Exh. 42)
The "next meeting" box at the top of page one is blank, meaning that there was no meeting
scheduled. In fact, no provider meeting was held until November 28, two months later. (Exh. 55)
FMG "Peer review" in this case
FMG management's haphazard and incomplete efforts concerning Fuchs beginning in 2012 were
feeble. Respondents called Dr. Louis Lim, who was in charge of quality and care, and also chair
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of the FMG peer review committee (3823:18-19). He claimed there was a formal peer-review
policy at FMG in 2012 and 2013 (3825:8-13) and identified the 17 page Peer Review Policy
(Exh. 124) as the policy. There was no testimony that the policy was ever invoked or followed.
As detailed below, Lim testified that he could not recall his activities and had no documents.
The Quality and Risk Manager, Nurse Deana Kruckenberg, whom he testified he tasked actually
to do the work (3 817), did not testify.
Lim described the function of peer review as:
"where there are concerns raised, from any source, we would evaluate it. And when
appropriate, perform a detailed evaluation to determine if there were gaps or lapses in
care" (3824:3-6)
He claimed that Exhibit 124 was in effect in this form until he stepped down from his post in
2016. He claimed it was Kruckenberg who approved it, since she had initialed the first page.
(3827:13-15) In theory it looked as ifFMG had a real peer review process in place.
Lim claimed there was a peer review committee of about 8 members (3829:20-22) that met twice
a year usually by phone, but sometimes in person. (3829: 1-2) He testified that the review process
relied on IRIS reports, routed to Kruckenberg (3832: 17-22) or clinic managers could "push it up
through the chain of command to the regional director of operations." (3 83 3: 8-13) Providers,
Lim claimed, could bring concerns "related to care being provided by a peer" to the clinic's
"medical director" or the "clinic manager." (3833:15-25) Beyond FMG and CHI, Lim testified,
employees could report to the "Department of Health and the Medical and Quality Assurance
Commission." (3834:15-17)
In his direct examination, Lim testified that he spent about half of his time in 2012 in his duties
as chair of the peer review committee/quality and risk management. Yet, he did not take an
active role in the Fuchs review beyond responding to Harrison's August 30 email (Exh. 37); he
barely knew what was going on and saved no records except a single "worksheet." (Exh. 171;
3897:6-3898:23; 3900: 1- 3902:22; 3903:4- 3904:22) He never met with any clinic staff or
providers, or instructed anyone else to. Indeed, he did nothing personally to make sure he was
aware of the full extent of their concerns. When faced with the many emails from clinic staff at
the hearings, he expressed his concern and surprise. He admitted that many of these reported
instances would have justified peer review. (3939:21-3941 :8) Obviously, whatever policy or
practice FMG had in place for peer review in 2012-2013, failed to function in this case. Even the
most basic documentation, the worksheet, was not fully completed. (Exh. 171, 3934:6-3939:20)
As mentioned above, the person who actually reviewed the charts initially and who coordinated
the procedures for this review was Kruckenberg, yet she did not testify. (3941 :9-3942:12)
Lim referred to a flow chart offered in evidence as addendum A to Exh. 124 with elaborate
procedures, referencing the "CMO, RMD, and CMD" (3835:20). Lim testified that "to the best
of [his] knowledge" this procedure was followed in the peer review of Fuchs (3837:3-5) but
Respondents offered no factual basis for this conclusion.
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In fact, Lim conceded the CMO was not personally involved. Instead, Lim was tasked with
making the recommendation concerning whether a formal peer review should take place. (3838:
11-15) He testified he recommended a formal review. (3839:20-22) Though the policy provided
for the CMO or his designee (Lim) to do the review, he admitted that usually it was another
"clinician, usually a physician" (3842:1) who performed the review. FMG rarely invoked the
whole panel, he admitted. (3842:22) There is no evidence that the committee ever met here.
When he was shown Harrison's August 30 email (Exh. 35), Lim admitted that he first heard
about Fuchs from it. (3860:15- 3860:3), though he had heard "chatter" before that. He, too,
focused on Harrison's report of the providers' dinner meetings; he testified that he was
concerned with exposing "us [meaning CHI Franciscan] to legal issues" (3 863: 10-16) unless
"they" went through a proper process. He testified that the peer review process affords
"impartiality" (3864:17-19) and that "due process" was important, but he did not state what it
constituted.
Lim testified he and Kruckenberg, maybe with the clinic medical director, chose a peer reviewer.
(3843:13-24). Lim testified that Kruckenberg, not he, reviewed some undefined "cases" and
decided there was enough concern to launch formal peer review. (3869: lines 1- 19). The charts,
he surmised, were provided by Bivens. (His testimony was "I'm pretty sure it [happened.]"
3871: 17-18) He did not testify how the charts were chosen for review and he did not recall
seeing the charts himself (3871 :23-24)
In the case of Fuchs, Lim testified he chose the peer reviewer, who was supposed to review the
medical records and write a report. (3844:3-14) It took him two and a half months-to
November 14, 2012 -- to select Dr. Loren Lewis to do a chart review since the doctor first chosen
either declined or left "the system"; he didn't "quite recall." (3872:8- 3873:2) Lewis completed
the worksheet in accordance with the flow chart, according to Lim and sent it in to risk
management. (3835:18-23 Exh. 171) It appears that peer review simply meant "chart review."
(Exh. 230)
After this, Lim was unable to remember any instance in which any physician's review was
handled in any specific way. (3847:17- 3849:1) More importantly, he did not recall what was
recommended for Fuchs. (3849:2-12) He also did not recall doing anything himself (3849:23); he
thought Kruckenberg did but he was not certain (3850:2-3) and he had no documentation and no
memory of any information given to the doctor concerning the peer review results
At FMG, IRIS reports formed the basis for beginning peer review; however, how to create an
IRIS report was obviously a problem, as the provider meeting minutes showed. At the end of the
minutes for September 26, 2012, Wilson was tasked to "Schedule IRIS process review." (Exh.
42) Meanwhile, Harrison was tasked "to research further w/FMG" peer review and report back at
the "Next mtg." (Exh. 42) Neither staff nor providers knew how to submit IRIS reports and Lim
did not ask them for their information on Fuchs in any other way. This problem continued
through the process.
Lim did not see IRIS reports on Fuchs and did not know if Kruckenberg ever received any.
(3911 :20-25). Lim claimed to be unaware of the many emails in evidence relating clinic staff and
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Wilson's observations about Fuchs. (3905:2- 3906:2) (Exhs. 31, 52) He had no memory of
having received Exhibit 63, a patient complaint of a misdiagnosis that he admitted would have
prompted a peer review on its own. (3960:1-20) Lim testified that ifhe had known about the
alarm expressed in emails such as Exhibit 46, from Williams (3917:13-23) he would have been
concerned about them and that the claimed deficiencies in performance they revealed went
beyond charting problems. A stream of detailed reports from SAPC staff at this time revealed
many ongoing issues with the competence of Fuchs, including his mental decline. Despite emails
as thorough and specific as Exhibit 46, from nurse Williams to Wilson, not a single IRIS report
on Fuchs's issues ever made its way into the FMG system, though Wilson created file notes
seemingly for that purpose. (Exh. 47) Exhibit 48 was a similar issue brought to management's
attention by Mercer in the same mid-October 2012 time frame. Again, there is no indication that
this warning was ever included in the IRIS system. As nursing supervisor Bivens wrote to
Wilson:
"I think Dr. Fuchs is the nicest guy, but when you put [Dr.] Bauer's magnet on room 2
(thinking it's yours) but goes into room 4 to see the patient you have problems." (Exh.
52)
Meanwhile, Harrison was doing nothing. In an October 10 email to Lim and Kruckenberg
Harrison finally inquired "Dr. Fuchs still waiting to hear back regarding his peer review. Any
ideas on time frame"? This email inquired about a process that Harrison had started by his
August 30 email over one month earlier (Exh. 42). By October 17, Wilson's emails referred to
the planned peer review as only a "chart review" (Exh. 45) Lim admitted as much (3883:8-9)
when he testified (3929:2-3931:14) After the charts were reviewed, Lim testified, it was
Franciscan practice to shred them "to protect patient confidentiality." (3901: 1-25) No charts
survived. The chart notes were typically not kept, according to Lim. (3852:6-11)
Respondents did not call Lewis, the doctor who performed the November, 2012 chart review.
His report found numerous deficiencies, not only with the confused charting by Fuchs, but also
with the treatment. (Exh. 171) Lewis recommended a "focused review" (3879:17) This
recommendation, according to Lim, would "generally be conveyed to the clinic medical director,
usually, not always, but usually, the clinical medical director; and then the clinic medical
director, or someone above him, would probably convey that to the provider who is being
reviewed." (3880:3-7) Again, Lim had no memory (3944:5-19) of what actually happened here:

"Q. What happened in the case of Dr. Fuchs after this case review was completed?
A. I don't recall. I don't quite recall who delivered the information to him." (3880: 19-22)
Lim could not remember the amount of time the peer review process took in this case. (3852:2324) He admitted that he could not recall making any other recommendations regarding actions to
take within the context of peer review. He did not even remember what actions were
recommended. (3881: 1-19; 3944:20-3948:21) He seemed to rely on Harrison to do something,
while Harrison was waiting for someone to tell him what to do. (Exh. 35)
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Within management ranks there was complete confusion. Wilson testified that she sent the
reports she received from staff on to Harrison. On the other hand, he claimed not to have
received them. Apparently, not having received direct orders from those above him in the chain
of command to do anything, Harrison had no independent ideas and no plan. The rudderless
situation continued. Lim claimed Harrison had not advised him that Fuchs was harming patients.
In fact, Lim testified that Harrison told him there were no problems with Fuchs. (3922:213924:3) All of the reports from staff about patient harm were ignored. Lim could not recall from
what other source(s) he had looked for or found information about Fuchs.
The contemporaneous documents tell the story. Bivens stated in a November 6, 2012, email that
"I don't think it will help" to document ongoing staff concerns about Fuchs's competence to
FMG risk management. (Exh. 48) The internal reporting system had completely broken down.
Management was more concerned about being sued by Fuchs than in dealing with the many
documented concerns of those practicing with him. What transpired was a regrettable type of
organizational behavior-blame the whistleblowers. If possible, get rid of them.
Meanwhile, Lim did not even know if Fuchs continued to practice without limitation during the
process. (3908:9-14). He testified that upper management relied on Harrison to guide that
decision (3921: 17-3924:3) and it would have taken "medical leadership" -- by which he meant
Spare, Fegley or Harrison--to decide that Fuchs should curtail his practice during the review.
(3908: 23- 3909:16; 3993; 3996) Apparently Lim did not even attempt to have input into the
decision.
Lim provided no information to management on the basis of which a decision could be made.
Spare, for example, testified that he expected there were documents about all of this
investigation; in fact, there were none. Spare talked only to Rivers, Harrison and Fegley, he
admitted. Rivers did a confidential report to O'Connor on November 15, 2012. (Exh. 54) It is
the best analysis of what was broken in Respondents' system. From the point of view of two
non-physicians, the doctors' peer review system did not work properly. Thus, by mid-November,
COO O'Connor had information from Rivers on the malfunction, yet O'Connor did nothing.
November 28, 2012 provider meeting

At this time in late autumn, the minutes of another provider meeting (Exh. 55) show the
complete paralysis of the peer review system. About 8 weeks after the September 26 meeting
(Exh. 42), management still was not on top of the problems being reported about this provider.
Instead management continued to fixate on "offsite" provider meetings. Rivers told the
providers present-Romney, Childress and Fuchs-- that they needed to bring "decisions" to the
next provider meeting and share them with the medical director and clinic manager.
Interestingly, Kruckenberg attended this provider meeting by conference call. She told those
present what to use the IRIS reporting system for. The minutes reported that the providers stated
they wanted a "walk through, step by step" by Kruckenberg-they obviously still did not know
how to use the IRIS system. The minutes also reported that Wilson planned to follow up with
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staff on IRIS--they apparently did not know how to use it either. Both of these trainings were to
have been completed by January 31, 2013, strong evidence that the IRIS system was ineffective.
To recapitulate, 3 months after Harrison had sent his August email, still only a chart review had
been done with respect to Fuchs. Moreover, there had been no effort to gather information from
the people practicing with Fuchs. Management decided to rely instead on whether IRIS reports
had been submitted, a bureaucratic response that they should have known would reveal nothing
since none of their clinic employees knew how to file an IRIS report at the time.
The decision maker, Spare, testified that he expected Harrison to be in charge of follow through.
However, he admitted that he never talked to Harrison about the Fuchs case.(1100:9-10) He
testified that the Fuchs situation demanded attention, but nothing happened. He expected that a
file existed about it. (1096:7-15) He even agreed that ifhe had been in the situation of the other
providers, he would have nagged management about investigation of the Fuchs' situation.
( 1117: 14-15) Spare admitted he did not disagree with providers' not wanting to bring issues
about Fuchs to a meeting with staff; he stated only that the rest of the group should be advised
before anyone's practice is changed. (1113:15-21)
Since the problems with the performance of Fuchs went beyond charting, Lim suggested an
additional step-that a "peer go shadow him in person, in his clinic, to determine if they note any
concerns similar to those that were alleged." (3883: 2-13)
Holidays 2012:

In late November, FMG leadership was discussing terminating Romney's employment. The first
email in Exhibit 59, from Rivers, mentions a general discussion that had been going on at the
DC/RDO top management meetings. He specifically mentioned Romney's griping" about the
slow pace of the Fuchs peer review. (Exh. 59) Virtually one month later, on Christmas Eve,
0' Connor wrote to the group still trying to find out the status of the review and Fegley
responded:
"We had discussed letting Dr. Romney go and I understand that everything with Dr.
Fuchs turned out satisfactory. Let's plan to discuss this again at the next DC/RDO
meeting and make firm plans, OK? Merry Christmas." (Exh. 59)
Fegley instinctively understood that timing was a problem ifFMG fired Romney while the Fuchs
peer review was ongoing. She obviously was anxious to get the Fuchs review done so FMG
could get rid of Romney. Of course, her conclusion that Fuchs had no problems was not only
premature but unfounded. She was uninformed and Rivers told her that on December 27 by
email in response to her email:
"I understand differently, that we are still waiting on a review/shadowing of Dr. Fuchs to
assess the concerns abut clinical deficit. I know Quality & Risk has someone new
assigned to the task, but I don't expect the assessment to happen until after the new year.
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We did discuss whether or not to terminate the relationship with Dr. Romney, but have
not moved forward at this point. While it would be a good move eventually to remove
him from the mix, we want to be prudent about the timing."
Rivers acknowledged in his deposition that the plans to terminate Romney related in part to the
way Romney handled the Fuchs situation (Oct 12 2018 Depo. 11:27). Interestingly, neither email
mentioned Bauer.
Right after the New Year, Rivers wrote again to O'Connor, this time reporting that Lewis, who
had done the Fuchs chart review, had left FMG. Respondents did not call Lewis to testify.
Rivers summed up that Lewis's review demonstrated:
"areas of concern and as such, the review will need to go to the Peer Review Committee
which meets on an ad hoc basis. Dr. Lim will drive getting that group together.
Dr. Fuchs will also be required to have "mentoring" time where he receives coaching
from another provider. This will be performed by Dr. Andrew, on a date that will be
determined shortly."
Rivers concluded this email to O'Connor: "The bad news is that there is some apparent concern."
(Exh. 62)
Though Rivers reported to O'Connor on January 4, 2013, that Lim would get the peer review
committee together, Lim did not recall having done so (3959:10-16) and there is no evidence that
the peer review committee ever met or otherwise considered this case. Moreover, as shown
below, Andrew did not "mentor" or "coach" Fuchs-he simply shadowed him for 4 hours later
in January, spoke to no one else at SAPC, and played no further role.
On January 9, Wilson emailed Rivers, copying Harrison and Fegley, to report a new patient
complaint from a mother about her daughter's misdiagnosis by Fuchs that day. (Exh. 65) No one
even responded to Wilson's email except for Kruckenberg, to whom Wilson separately
forwarded it. Rivers was asking other management employees the status of peer review efforts
because Wilson was continuing to send up to him complaints about Fuchs's patient care, which
he forwarded to "risk management," prodding them to get busy. Despite labeling the issue "high"
in importance, no one took any steps.
Lim did testify that he suggested that there be a "peer observation" (3957: 7-11) of Fuchs by
another doctor. Unfortunately, having had a good idea, Lim did not carry it into practice
effectively. (Exh. 123). Andrew was tasked with "shadowing" Fuchs in January but the evidence
showed that the shadowing failed since it did not include any of the problems that the other clinic
providers and staff had identified, because Fuchs performed no suturing or other medical
procedures that day. Andrew also took no interest in speaking with any staff or provider. Bauer
testified that he specifically introduced himself to Andrew and said he would be glad to talk with
him, but Andrew left after just a few hours and never spoke to him or anyone else. Respondents
also did not call Andrew to testify.
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Lim remembered having a meeting with Fuchs (with Kruckenberg) but admitted he also never
met with the providers or the clinic staff (3892:5 - 3893: 11) though Rivers asked him to (Exh.
63, 3961:17-3963:13) He admitted that it "would be very reasonable" to have done so. (3963:
20) Instead, Rivers, not a physician, who according to Lim had no role in the peer-review
process, was the one requesting concerns be reviewed (3950:9-18) and providing updates on the
process. (3927: 9-17) It was Rivers who continually expressed the frustration of SAPC providers
and staff that nothing seemed to be happening and tried to "nudge" the process forward (Exhs.
59, 60) (Lim admitted Exhibit 60 was sent to him and that he did not know at the time even if
Fuchs was still practicing, since restricting his practice was an "operational decision." (3955:23956:22)
Though Lim testified vaguely that he requested a neurological exam, there is no evidence that
one was actually ever undertaken. (3890: 9-3891:18) Lim claimed he heard about the
neurological exam from Spare. (3975:10-19) Spare claimed he heard about the examination
from Lim. (1082:11-1083:19) Fegley mentioned it in her statement to the Washington Dept. of
Health (Exh.150) but there is no written evidence of it to support her assertion.
Claimants' participation
Respondents claim that Romney and Bauer were not whistleblowers and that they were not
involved throughout the Fuchs review, but this is inaccurate. At the beginning, Romney spoke
with staff, Bauer met with Harrison and later with Andrew. When Rivers met with Romney and
Bauer on January 30, 2013, they particularly asked about Fuchs's review. Romney wrote that
Rivers promised them "he will 'get back' in a day." (Exh. 71)
Later, on April 30, they continued to request to know the status of the inquiry (which by then had
concluded in February, as mentioned below). Romney met with Green (Exh. 117) and inquired
about Fuchs (twice in these handwritten meeting notes). Exhibit 82 was Romney's follow up
email to Green after the April 30 meeting. He thanked her and said he wanted Bauer to be
involved in their meetings from then on. He also emphasized that "our clinic has been void of
necessary medical leadership" (Exh. 82 000673) In Exhibit 94 Romney emailed her again on
May 14 emphasizing "I think it would be helpful for Dr. Spare and others, meet with us in
clarifying the needs of our clinic prior to making leadership decisions." Spare terminated him on
May 19.
FMG was more concerned with being sued by Fuchs
After Andrew's perfunctory January visit, management cleared Fuchs in a meeting Fegley had
with him on February 2, 2013. (Fuchs, who did not testify, reported this in his handwritten
chronology, Exh. 121.) He told staff he was exonerated. (2219:13)
But of course, since the problems had not been adequately addressed, they did not stop. Within a
few days, Mercer, an MA not licensed to perform procedures, reported a patient whose contact
lens Fuchs could not remove due to his tremor; she did it instead (Exh. 74) She also reported
Marasco had to pull a needle through to finish a suture Fuchs could not do because of his tremor.
Wilson's note specifically stated she "asked Monica to document this occurrance (sic)." Lim
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admitted he had no memory of seeing this note, but testified he would have delegated to
Kruckenberg to follow up ifhe had. (3970:22-3972:17)
Exhibit 74 also did not receive any response from the peer review committee. Lim could not
recall having put any review in motion. (3977:1-11) He lamely responded about the new
complaint about Fuchs that "crops up:"
"So I think we tried our best to determine this, and we, kind of, had to go with the results
of that." (3977: 2; 10-11.)
Lim claimed to have "pushed" the neurologist idea "to senior leadership" (3975:18); it could
have been a neurologist Fuchs himself chose, Lim conceded. (3 974: 22--397 5: 1) Lim never
followed up to speak to the neurologist, but vaguely recalled that Spare reported the results at a
"senior leadership meeting" "early in" 2013 (3976: 3) though he had no memory of what Spare
said. (3975:6-25) In his much later October 4, 2013 statement to the Dept. of Health (Exh. 230),
he mentioned "senior leadership" had told him the result of the neurologist exam.
The problems with Fuchs's performance did not go away, but the peer review committee's
enthusiasm for dealing with them had evaporated. The filing Fuchs made much later with the
Dept. of Health in January 2014 (Exh. 114) mentioned that he had requested in February 2013 to
go part time but was not allowed to due to the workload during the EPIC rollout. (Exh. 114
0626) Later, in August, 2013 he met with Fegley and Spare and agreed to retire in late 2013.
Having been shown Dillon's October 13, 2013 second filing with the Dept. of Health, which she
claimed to have sent to Lim, Lim said that her report of Fuchs being confused and going into the
wrong examination room "definitely did raise concerns to me" (Exh. 168, 3982:3-11) Yet, this
was the precise concern nursing supervisor Bivens had reported in his email of October, 2012, a
year before. (Exh. 52)
When Dillon belatedly phoned her complaint to the Dept. of Health in October, 2013, (Exh. 167)
Lim admitted he knew that she had "reach[ed] out to us in quality and risk, at some point
expressing concerns." (3980: 7-8) He claimed to have initiated a "peer review to evaluate" Fuchs
again. (3980:12-13) However, Lim could not point to a single document supporting the existence
of this supposed later peer review (3980:14-18)
SAPC drifts without leadership
Meanwhile, SAPC limped along. The next provider meeting was January 22, 2013 (Exh 70).
While there was again discussion about the clinic closing early, the minutes do not report that
any particular person was responsible. As for solutions, management had none. Harrison once
again discussed staggering the clinic hours. Rivers was to write a new policy restricting new
patient check in to 15 to 30 minutes before closing time. He was to report at the next meeting,
but there is no indication that this was ever done. Once again, there was no resolution because
there was no leadership.

VI.
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DR. DILLON
The final character in the situation was Dillon, who transferred to SAPC from FMG's Canyon
Road clinic in December, 2012. She filled the slot left when Harris resigned and had a threeyear contract due to expire in August, 2014. (1671:3; 1658:16) In retrospect, it should have been
obvious that Dillon was escaping from the Canyon Road clinic. Dillon first testified that she had
gotten along well with staff there, but then admitted there were tensions. (1573:-1574:11)
According to her, the nurse practitioners, particularly 2 of them, lacked experience and she did
not have the time to help them. She claimed staffs difficulties were "skill based." (1718:211719:6) Dillon also told Childress that a Dr. Green had ''targeted her" at that clinic. (593:20-25)
Fegley, later promoted to Regional Medical Director reporting to Spare, was medical director at
Canyon Road. Though Spare thought them friendly, Dillon described their working relationship
as distant and Fegley as indifferent. According to Dillon, Fegley rarely worked in the prompt
care, and did not see providers there very much. (1722:13-17) Fegley was in a primary care
practice elsewhere in the building. Dillon testified that she raised patient care issues with Fegley
but denied having a close relationship with her, whom she said "lack[ed] rapport." Since Fegley
was medical director there, she ok'd Dillon's move to SAPC (Exh. 40, 50). Dillon stated when
Bauer wanted her to join them at SAPC, that she "wanted not to be too reactive to my situation"
at Canyon Road. She was relieved to escape an overly "challenging" clinic.
Things started out fine at SAPC. (Exh. 50) Bauer sent an all hands email welcoming her and
effusively discussing her resume. (Exh. 51) Dillon admitted also attending one dinner at
Romney's home. (This was probably the December holiday party others mentioned. There is no
evidence of any later meeting at Romney's while she worked there.)(1605:17-1608:3; 1607:8-16)
SAPC staff described her as "Jekyll and Hyde" (Nix Deel., Exh. 204, Parag. 13; Marasco). They
"walk[ed] on eggshells" around her and they could never tell how she would be since she was
mercurial, touchy, and temperamental. Her writings also demonstrate her drama--her method
of expression was to use capitals letters (See, e.g., "It is TIME" from Exh. 168 or other emphatic
expressions: "not one more day." (1644:4-1647:15))
February 2013--Female patients

Dillon was prone to personalizing and inflating any disagreement. Almost immediately, she
began to create discord, first complaining about being "forced to see" female patients. She
reported that at Canyon Road, the male doctors had skipped the female patients and sent those
with gynecological and vaginal infections to the female providers.
Bauer's communications in evidence here were respectful of her-they do not support her claim
that he was trying to make her see all female patients-far from it. He emailed all providers on
February 7, 2013: "no gender based requests: The staff should not guarantee a pt will see a
specific provider, by name or gender."
Dillon replied by email to all the same morning: "I agree with you. No promises to patients on
the gender of their provider." Privately, Bauer responded to her about 10 minutes later:
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"Hey Sue:
Thanks for the response. I know we talked about this issue, but there may have been the
perception that I was speaking for you regarding the schedule and gender requests.
Now the provider team know you and I are on the same page and you agree. We will let
the front staff and nursing staff know."
Her later claim that Bauer was sending all female patients to her is belied by her own words. It
also makes no sense, since Bauer had OB/GYN experience and Childress had taken on seeing
women patients frequently in the past. (See, e.g., Nix Deel. Exh. 204, Parag. 14) Dillon allowed
this falsity to flourish and O'Connor later found out about this supposed fact, but he took no
steps to determine if her concerns were well founded. It fit management's narrative about Bauer
and Romney.

Dillon's mounting grievances-pinned on Bauer in particular
Dillon began to grow a list of grievances over the next few months, particularly pinning them on
Bauer, who was exercising what she called "false leadership."
It was standard operating procedure at the prompt care for providers to review each other's
patient charts. This was critical for proper patient care and there was nothing nefarious about it.
The minutes of a November 28, 2012 provider meeting, a short time before Dillon arrived, show
the chart was the repository for all information relating to the patient, particularly important if
the patient returned to SAPC and was seen by another provider. (See Exh. 55 on written RXs
procedures.) And, from the earliest provider meeting minutes in evidence, June 15, 2009, long
before Dillon arrived, clinic manager Bilyeu was "doing random chart audits." (Exh. 3)
Bauer testified that when he was medical director, he regularly reviewed charts to be sure the
providers were meeting FMG standards. (2202:6-22) He testified that this was part of Harrison's
job when he became medical director; however, there is no evidence that Harrison ever did this.
Bauer testified that Fuchs was not at SAPC when he was medical director, but if Fuchs had been,
Bauer would have noted his problems much earlier than they were discovered since he regularly
checked the charts. (2204:6-10)
Dillon, however, became increasingly paranoid about her charts being reviewed, though there
was no indication that any provider was singled out (provider meeting minutes Feb. 15, 2012,
Exh. 27) She elevated and brooded on every disagreement. (Exh. 80--Email disagreeing about a
RX) She felt challenged by any different viewpoint, refusing even to read the professional
articles Bauer sent her (941; 1795:8-9).
Dillon found a willing audience in Wilson. (Exh. 56) Interestingly, on February 7, the morning
Dillon emailed with Bauer about seeing female patients, she was simultaneously emailing with
Wilson questioning Bauer's authority, asking whether he was "assistant medical director" and
whether she "answered directly to him." (Exh. 72) Wilson asked her if there was something
Wilson should report to Harrison, and Dillon declined. When asked about this exchange at the
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hearings, Dillon could not remember having had any reason for not asking Bauer himself.
(1758: 13-16)
The conflicting August vacation requests
The situation became more tense when Dillon's vacation request was in jeopardy. (Exh. 56) In
February, Bauer emailed the providers to submit their upcoming vacation requests so he could
prepare the schedule. Dillon claimed she had already notified Bauer of her August vacation and
did not recall if she responded to this email. It was Harrison, as medical director, who set the
vacation rules and approved all requests (Exh. 22). But in practice, Harrison did not involve
himself in the subject of schedules or vacations. Bauer had to do this (see, e.g., Exh. 79, 88) and
Childress helped. Dillon claimed that before starting at SAPC she had talked to Harrison, Bauer
and "staff' about her vacation, but there is no support for this vague assertion. (1739:1-13)
When the issue did arise, in May, she claimed she did not recall if she took up her request with
Harrison and claimed not to know if he approved vacations. She denied Harrison had anything to
do with the schedules. At the hearings, Dillon claimed to have reminded Bauer in person that she
had been promised an August vacation. (1803:8-15) Bauer's quite conversational email of May 6
to all providers showed he had no idea she had a superior claim on August vacation days (Exh.
85.) He simply advised the providers that both were still requesting the same week off, which
would not work.
She wrote to Fuchs (but not Bauer) that she had gotten confirmation from Bauer 5 months before
(Exh. 86.) It is a mystery why this vacation issue was the fault of anyone other than Fuchs.
Instead of talking with him, as Bauer suggested, she took a different route. She had a willing ear
in Wilson and began to use her private email to communicate with her and Harrison, because she
felt "more comfortable" using a private channel. (1622:22-1623:3)
She elevated her concerns to claim ignorance as to where she fit at SAPC and to whom she
should report. She also enlarged her grievances, claiming to have been told by Bivens, Mercer
and Williams that Bauer and Romney were making negative comments about her. She did not
speak to Bauer or Romney about her feelings. She claimed that she did not wish to create a
scene, and she did not "feel safe" ( 1811: 17) having a verbal confrontation with Bauer. At the
hearings, she admitted that she did not know if Bauer was calling her patients or "bad mouthing"
her. (1811:21-22) She claimed to know only what she was told by an unidentified "charge
nurse."
Dillon escalated the drama in March, when a patient appeared who had been using marijuana,
according to nurse Williams, who called the police. Their arrival caused a media uproar and
Bauer was irate because of Williams' violation of the patient's privacy and because she had
taken it on herself to make this decision without consulting him, since he was the provider the
patient was seeing.
Dillon, it turned out, had talked with Williams before Williams acted, and she supported
Williams' decision (and, according to Williams, encouraged her) to call the police. (Exh. 76, 78)
Thus another controversy was set up between the two providers. Dillon's testimony was
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completely opposite of all of the others'. At the hearings, she claimed that Williams told her
Bauer had told Williams to call the police. (1598:16-19)
Wilson got information third hand and then spoke to Bauer, who was reportedly red-faced with
anger. He did not want to work with Williams again. (1947-1948) (Exh 76) Wilson testified that
after this email Rivers talked with Dillon, though Dillon later claimed not to have had any
involvement, since she said she was immersed in her "own patient flow." (1778:7-8) Though
Bauer and Williams worked together without incident after that, (2216: 13-21) this episode
became another black mark for Bauer in management's eyes.
Culmination of Dillon's grievances, May 6
Respondents offered Exhibit 149, a 12-page email string running from May 6 to 21, 2013. Again
using her private email, Dillon expressed to Wilson her general unhappiness at working at SAPC
and her unresolved vacation issue, about which Fuchs had not responded. She wrote that she
thought she was being punished by "them" for not going along with their clique, though she
admitted at the hearings she did not know that. (1628:5-15) She claimed she got emails from
Bauer and Childress that made it seem they were "in charge." She could not specify any
particular comments, but a general "attitude" and though Bauer was the only one who sent her
emails, she blamed Romney as well. (Exh. 64, 73)
She asked Wilson if she should talk with Spare; Wilson encouraged her to do so and offered to
set up a meeting with him (Exh. 149 May 7) Wilson also reported Rivers had suggested she talk
to Fegley or to Spare. (1629:23-1630:7) (Dillon's May 10 email does not mention Romney or
Bauer or Childress at all.) Dillon did not want to talk to Fegley, however (Exh. 92); "I don't feel
like a conversation with Dr. Fegley would be helpful" she emailed Wilson (Exh. 149 May 7).
She even believed Fuchs was giving her "a very hard time this weekend about being so friendly
with management that maybe I 'should run for office.' "(1646:14-16; Exh. 149; May 13)
Dillon's testimony was confused and contradictory. She claimed she wanted to talk to Harrison
since it was inappropriate to go over his head, then also said that she did not want to talk to
Harrison "because it was a hike to his office" on another floor, that he was hard to reach and he
had not responded to her emails trying to set up a meeting. Finally, she claimed that Harrison
responded to her personally and not in an email. She claimed she told him she was going to talk
to Spare. According to her, Harrison told her that she answered to him not to Bauer or Romney.
There is no confirmation of this exchange in the record.
By May, her amorphous complaints had become that she had felt shunned by Bauer, Childress
and Romney for a long time. Sitting near them or being in the clinic's small dictation area, she
felt "both of them" were staring at her. (1615:12-1616:18) She claimed to have mentioned this
to Harrison and Wilson, but admitted that she did not know if her complaints were documented
anywhere.
She also claimed to have received new knowledge from Harrison that Bauer and Romney calling
other doctors' patients had been going on a long time, that other providers had been run off for
that reason and she was experiencing the same thing. (1639:25-1641: 1) There is no support for
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this in the record. She said she felt "betrayed" and concluded that this behavior had to stop; they
should not be in the clinic with access to her patients. (1641:6-22) All of these concerns were
rumors she claimed to have heard. Dillon never observed that any providers had taken it on
themselves to contact her patients. (1618:13-23) Finally, she claimed again against all of the
evidence that "they" were "making her see the female pts with personal problems." ( 1631 : 14-17)
She even claimed that Childress was being "too nice" to her; this made her suspicious as well.
(Exh. 149; May 16)
Dillon claimed that she asked Harrison to go to Spare; he said he could not (1641 :8-15), but he
supported her going. She testified that she felt better going to Spare herself after having talked to
Harrison. Once she got to Spare, Dillon unleashed her entire drama built on innuendo; it landed
against the backdrop of earlier misinformation that managers had dutifully passed up the chain of
command.
By the time Dillon arrived in Spare's office, the information about her vacation had gotten to
senior management via Wilson, fitting the description of the SAPC situation as "shenanigans by
the providers" (meaning only Bauer and Romney). On May 6, Rivers had emailed Green and
Fegley, copying Spare and O'Connor (Exh. 84). He reported Bauer had denied Dillon her
previously approved vacation. Rivers admitted he had no direct knowledge of this, but passed it
along anyway. He also passed along Wilson's assumption that Romney and Bauer would refuse
to attend a planned meeting with O'Connor later in the month. O'Connor, who had no direct
information, thus also thought that it was Bauer who had denied Dillon her vacation. Spare
testified that he was aware of the vacation issue based only on what Dillon told him. However,
he claimed it was not far-fetched that Bauer and Romney would deny her the vacation since it
was their practice to do this type of thing ("making a decision without it necessarily going
through the appropriate process." (1286:17-2l)(Exh. 86)
According to Spare, he had no reason to disbelieve "Sue." He thought she was Fegley's friend
and he had talked to Fegley about her before he met her in May, he said. He believed only that
she had not gotten what she had been promised when she moved to SACP. Spare operated
without bothering to inquire of anyone else about the clinic. He simply accepted what Rivers had
called the "shenanigans" that were filtering up to him from others in management.
Spare said Dillon's concerns played a part in his decision to terminate Bauer and Romney. He
described her as weepy about the situation and he decided to move promptly since she said "Not
one more day" (1644:4-1647:15) could she take the situation. "It was enough." (1640:10)
Mercer was working at SAPC on the Sunday when O'Connor and Spare fired Romney and
Bauer. She testified that Bauer told her the reason for their termination was "the Dr. Fuchs'
stuff." (2882:5-19) Spare confirmed that when he fired Romney he believed Romney had been
involved in meetings and discussions about limiting Fuchs's practice. (1216:2-:25)
Spare testified that he chose not to get Claimants' side of the story in view of the "shenanigans"
he had heard about and Dillon being denied her vacation. He testified that the medical director
and practice manager were the ones to handle vacation requests; it was not the responsibility of
one clinician in the clinic to make this decision. Spare claimed that these were cumulative issues
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in his mind. At one point, Spare denied that Fuchs and the clinic wage issues had anything to do
with his decision, but admitted that he did not document anything that he discussed with either
one of Claimants at the termination. (1218:21-23)

If Dillon's issues precipitated the terminations, does that mean that Bauer and Romney were
terminated for non-actionable reasons under Washington law? No. What mattered was that their
involvement in the Fuchs competency issues was a significant motivator for their termination. If
there were other motivators as well, that does not change the analysis.
As of Tuesday, May 13, Dillon knew Claimants were going to be fired (Exh. 149 May 16)
though it did not actually happen until the 19th , the following Sunday. During that week, Dillon
imagined that Childress was being extra nice to her; Wilson stoked her paranoia: "I thought
Kristen seemed very happy yesterday, too. something is up." (Exh. 149 May 16)

The problems at SAPC did not stop after Claimants were fired

Once Claimants were gone, Fuchs continued to practice in an unsafe way. 8 Claimants and others
filed complaints with the Dept. of Health (See, e.g., Exhs. 104, 105, 106) which began an
investigation.
FMG took action to protect itself and make its peer review look real. Management all (Fegley
Exh. 150; Harrison Exh. 111; Lim Exh. 230) stated they were unaware of problems with Fuchs
or any patient complaints. Dillon helpfully said (Exh. 166) she had noticed no issues with Fuchs.
All of the statements were orchestrated to be sure Fuchs escaped any restriction on his license.
Of those still employed, only the nursing staff reported contrary observations (Marasco Exh.
175; Mercer Exh. 213; Williams Exh. 176)
Fuchs made FMG's situation easier by saying in February he wanted to go part time and then in
August retire. Fuchs wrote to Green on November 6, 2013, reporting his August 12 meeting
with Spare and Fegley (1140:23- 1141 :4) to discuss his retirement plans and then again later with
Spare. (Exh. 182) By the time the Dept. of Health issued its finding in April, 2014, he had been
gone from SAPC for three months.
In October, 2013, Dillon changed her tune. She reported to the Dept. of Health that she had seen
problems with Fuchs's skills. Immediately, she stated that she feared she would be retaliated
against by FMG and reported that she suspected her mail was being opened.
Dillon also claimed at the hearings to have reported problems concerning Fuchs to Wilson when
she got reports from the staff. (1677:8-1678:20) While she claimed that she always believed
what the nurses told her, she did not say that in her first Dept. of Health statement.
When Dillon testified, she claimed not to remember anything about her October 7, 2013 call to
Dept. of Health. (Exh. 167) When confronted with the statement by the investigator at the Dept.
8
Even Fuchs did not find his colleagues not "collegial." He reached out to Romney by phone after the tennination
and left a voicemail message. (Exh. 162)
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of Health relating her call, she first claimed that she had brought concerns to Wilson about this
subject. She testified that as long as Childress was working at SAPC, it was uncomfortable, but
Exhibit 167 did not mention Childress. (1611:19-23) Then, she testified that she couldn't say that
was what she was talking about in the statement (1674:20-21) and claimed not to remember
anything about this phone call. ( 1611: 1-7) Exhibit 167 reported that she told the Dept. of Health
she feared retaliation since her contract was about up and she was trying to hold on-she went
on to say that FMG had opened the Dept. of Health letter to her, so she gave them her personal
address. (1688:20-1689:5)
In Exhibit 168, dated October 14, Dillon reported her concerns. Interestingly, based on the cases
of only two patients, she had enough evidence to conclude that it was "TIME (her emphasis) for
Dr. Fuchs to be pulled from the clinic." (1706:3-1711:18; Exh. 168.) This was a remarkable
about face after her August 30 statement (Exh. 166) six weeks before. In reporting Fuchs's
incompetence, she based her conclusions largely on what staff told her.
Dillon promised the Dept. of Health that she had reported Fuchs's deficient patient care to
Wilson, who was going to pass information to O'Connor and Harrison. 0' Connor denied any
information about it when asked at the hearings. (246:1-15; 248:21-250:9) Wilson said she
would tell the others up the chain of command (1712:5-1713:11) Dillon did not recall the
situation, but her statement reported it. She also did not recall writing an IRIS report about
Fuchs. (1713:23-24) She did not recall directing other staff to write IRIS reports about Fuchs.
She testified only that she thought she told staff to report in general.
The retaliation Dillon claimed at the hearings she feared after reporting Fuchs to the Dept of
Health was by Childress and Fuchs. She also claimed that though terminated, Romney and Bauer
were still in contact with the staff. (1612:1-7) She even testified that Bivens told her "they are
coming after you". (1618:6-11) She left SAPC in December, 2014.

VII.
WAS PAY ADVOCACY A TERMINATION REASON?
Claimants argue that they were also terminated in part due to their push for pay equity for
themselves and others, but the Arbitrator is not convinced. While their May 19 termination did
immediately precede their planned May 21 presentation to the Compensation Committee, that
was more of a coincidence than a cause. Dillon's machinations triggered the terminations when
they happened. Claimants had been advocating regarding wages and payment for "OT" for
years. Exhibit 4, for example, is a Bauer email in May, 2010 to Tim Marsh, O'Connor's
predecessor, in which he stated gratitude for a pay increase and then raised an issue of not being
paid for all hours worked. The SAPC providers group constantly argued for better pay for
themselves. (Exhs. 6, 7)
The evidence demonstrates that Respondents' pay policies changed over this period, and
payment to providers may not have been in accordance with their written contracts. (See, e.g.,
footnote 4) However, a committee regularly met to consider compensation issues and generally
it was not considered "not collegial" to argue for higher pay. While it is clear that Claimants did
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press compensation issues on behalf of themselves and others throughout their employment,
these activities do not appear to have been a significant cause of their May 2013 terminations.

VIII.
DAMAGES
The terminations damaged both Claimants significantly, as detailed below. The letters Spare and
O'Connor hand delivered on May 19 (Exhs. 99, 100) made no effort to lessen the blow of the
termination. The letters specifically advised the doctors of their continuing obligations,
particularly the non-compete provisions, and the loss of any hospital privileges. For convenience,
the general damages background will be discussed first, as it relates to both Claimants. Then,
their claims are discussed separately.
The non-compete provisions: Gig Harbor, where Claimants worked, was part of the larger
Seattle/Tacoma metropolitan area with a very significant CHI/Franciscan presence. The noncompete provisions in both Claimants' contracts were therefore meaningful. Romney's contract
as of 2011 provided:
"F.2 Noncompetition Following Physician's FMG Employment. For a period of
one (1) year after this agreement expires or terminates, Physician shall not, without
FMG's prior written consent, which consent may be granted or refused in FMG's sole
discretion, engage in the practice of medicine in an outpatient setting, whether directly or
indirectly, and whether as sole proprietor, practitioner, agent, employee, independent
contractor, advisor or consultant, in either of the following situations: (i) with two or
more physicians employed by FMG within the previous 12 months, or (ii) with any
medical practice group consisting of thirty (30) or more employed physicians providing
medical services at any location either (1) in Pierce County, Washington, or (2) within a
ten-mile radius of any FMG clinic or Franciscan Health System hospital in either King
County or Kitsap County." (Exh. 17)
Bauer's contract was similar. (Exh. 16) Bauer testified that as a result of this provision, if he
practiced with others, he could not practice in a three-county area-- within the area of any clinic
or any Franciscan Health System hospital. At her deposition, Green agreed that the non-compete
provision covered 30 miles, and had a "pretty broad geographic scope." (Depo Dec. 12, 2014
100:3-101 :7)
Both termination letters specifically referenced the non-compete:
"You are expected to fully comply with all terms of this Agreement, including those that
survive termination of the Agreement, including, but not limited to the provisions relating
to non-competition (Exhibit F), non-solicitation (Exhibit F), indemnification (Exhibit H),
and confidentiality (Exhibit H)." (Exhs. 99, 100)
Dr. Anel's case: Anel, another FMG provider, was terminated a few months after Claimants; his
termination letter was the same as theirs (Exh. 191 ). He filed a lawsuit and testified in this case.
Respondents claim that his experience is irrelevant here, and for the most part it is; however, his
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contract also had a non-compete. He claimed that Respondents interfered with his efforts to
open his own practice and rent space; in September, 2013, in the very time frame when
Claimants were required to mitigate their damages by finding employment elsewhere,
Respondents enforced Anel' s non-compete.
Spare testified that had he been asked, he might have waived Claimants' non-compete
provisions, (1385:20-24) though neither termination letter stated this and there is no written
support for his assertion. The contrary evidence about Anel' s situation at about the same time is
some evidence that Respondents would not have allowed Claimants to avoid their non-competes.
The evidence about Anel, who was a friend of Bauer, also tends to explain why Claimants did
not ask to have their non-competes waived.
Medical privileges: Second, the terminations affected any hospital privileges Claimants had.
Both termination letters reminded them that their firing would affect their medical privileges:
"The termination of your employment may affect the status of your Franciscan Health
system (FHS) medical staff privileges." (Exhs. 99, 100)
Respondents claim that having medical privileges was not important to providers working in
urgent care clinics (1371: 16-24), but this is not the point. Respondents' termination policy
seemed to have been to take positions as harsh as possible while supposedly terminating
providers "without cause."
Experts' Testimony
The evidence presented in support and in opposition to Claimants' claims differs dramatically.
Claimants called Peter Torelli, a forensic economist, as their damages expert. With respect to
Romney, his information and conclusions are in Exh. 223. Respondents' damages expert was Dr.
Nickerson, also a forensic economist.
Romney calculations: Respecting Romney's economic losses, Exh. 223, Torelli made
calculations in several categories. For back pay damages, Torelli assumed a 2.2% inflation rate.
He did not calculate future lost earnings since Romney died in 2015. He took Romney's 2012
earnings and applied a 4% earnings growth rate to arrive at $203,420. From that he deducted
Romney's actual earnings from FMG through 90 days after his May termination date. Romney
testified that he planned to practice for another three years. (Depo. Feb. 1, 2015 10:02)
Accordingly, Torelli calculated lost wages to the date of Romney's death. Table 3 ofExh. 223
provides the breakdown of Romney's lost earnings: $329,745.
Separately, Torelli calculated lost fringe benefits-Table 4, page 2 of Exh. 223. Torelli relied on
the fringe benefits package set out in the Affidavit of Jeralyn Baker (Exh. 130), Wellness
Program Manager for CHI Franciscan Health. Her affidavit detailed the employer contributions
for each pay period for the various programs. Torelli described the benefits package as "good."
(3758:10) He calculated the fringe benefits as a percentage of the salary for both Claimants and
Respondents' expert Nickerson agreed with this percentage. The lost benefits for Romney
through March, 2019 were $32,244.
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In Romney's case, Torelli also calculated the lost value of the life insurance policy Romney
testified he had to cancel after his termination due to its dramatically increased premium
expense. Exhibit 223, page 4, shows that its value was $277,500. To that amount Torelli added
12% simple interest for 4 years. (Table 5) The interest figure has grown since March 2019 when
Torelli performed his calculation. At the Arbitrator's request, Claimants have provided the
updated fi_gure for insertion in this Partial Final Award.
Romney's total economic loss is set out on Exhibit 223 at page 4 -- $772,689. To this number
must be added interest through the date of the final award in this phase. (Torelli 3760:203762:23)

Bauer calculations: In Bauer's case, Torelli applied the same rates, but the earnings lost are not
just back pay, but claimed front pay-future earnings that have been and arguably will be
affected by his wrongful termination. (Exh. 224) The back pay through July 2019 was
$1,036,124, according to Torelli. (Table l, Exh. 224) The fringe benefits for the period through
July 2019 were $149,871 and for lost future fringe benefits a 5% growth rate was applied. Lost
future fringe benefits are therefore $168,140 through 2030. (Table 2, Exh. 224)
It is in the area of future earnings where the numbers are more speculative. Both expert
economists agreed that Bauer would have expected 4% earnings growth. This is a conservative
analysis that does not take into account any promotion to a higher paid physician position.
(Torelli 3757:14-24) The discount rate Torelli applied to future earnings from August 2019
through at least age 65, was Treasury inflation protected securities -TIPS-bonds. That discount
rate is appropriate since it is "based on best and safest investments." (3765: 14-20) Nickerson did
not disagree.
Torelli assumed a retirement age of at least 65 and as high as 75 given increased life expectancy
and other factors, including a tendency for physicians to work until later in life. (3769:18 3772:23) While the Arbitrator recognizes those arguments for a longer work life, a retirement
age of 65 is appropriate here, given Bauer's other interests.
The most significant issue is for how long the wrongful termination will affect Bauer's future
earnings. The Arbitrator is not persuaded that the damage persists unchanged to retirement at 65.
In the years going forward, Bauer can take steps to change his professional situation to some
extent. He need not for the rest of his career remain employed at his current wage level. For that
reason, the Arbitrator finds that his future lost earnings are $1,000,000 rather than the $1,696,840
claimed in Table 1. (Exh. 224)

Mitigation
Respondents claim that even if Claimants were entitled to damages, they failed to mitigate and
therefore their damages should be reduced or eliminated. The Arbitrator disagrees.
Washington law requires Claimants to use "reasonable care and diligence" in seeking new
employment. Burnside v. Simon Paper Co., 66 Wash. App. 510. 529 (1992) The law does not
require plaintiffs to engage in actions that are futile. Kloss v. Honeywell, 77 Wash. App. 294,
303 (1995)
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Respondents called two witnesses respecting Claimants' damages -- Dr. Skilling, a vocational
rehabilitation specialist, and Dr. Nickerson, an economist, mentioned above. Skilling testified to
Claimants' qualifications and the need for their skills in the three-county area-Pierce, King and
Kitsap. He testified that there were 250 urgent care centers within what he called a "reasonable
commuting distance" from Gig Harbor--47 miles. There are significant problems with Skilling's
opinion, since he relied, not on information from the time of termination, but current at the time
of the hearings. He admitted that because he used Indeed.com to track current job openings, he
did not have access to historical data. Of course, it is the data at the time of termination and
shortly thereafter that is relevant here, not the current information. For that reason, Skilling's
analysis is not helpful.
His opinion is also not useful for another reason. Skilling stated that he did not take into account
the type of termination in this case. He supposed that because the letter to each physician
provided the termination was "without cause," the doctors were simply let go, and that any
prospective employer would know only their qualifications, but this was not the case. Anyone
searching pre-hire for information about them could easily have learned of the circumstances that
caused their termination. Skilling admitted on cross examination that he had not conducted a
simple Google search for their names, which would have revealed the litigation they had brought
against Respondents. Moreover, CHI was a very large force in the medical establishment in this
metropolitan area. For that reason, even beyond the actual scope of the non-compete,
Respondents could have affected the opportunities open to these doctors post-termination.
Finally, Skilling assumed a 47 mile commuting distance was not unreasonable for the doctors to
travel for work. This is unrealistic given their circumstances. Skilling admitted that he was
unaware of Romney's age at the time of his termination. Romney, who was 72 at the time of his
termination, did not commute to work at all; he walked from his home to SAPC. Bauer lived
somewhat farther away but still reasonably close to SAPC. Though he eventually took a position
very far away, it was not because that was a reasonable commuting distance for him; far from it.
He testified that he took a position at Forks because it was far away, and therefore beyond the
area of CHI's influence. Skilling's failure to take into consideration the important factors listed
above makes his opinion not helpful to the Arbitrator's analysis.
Nickerson testified in opposition to the conclusions of Torelli. The charts showing his analysis
are Exhibits 227 and 228. Nickerson did not take issue with the rates Torelli applied, which he
described as standard. He did not perform an analysis of Romney's life insurance claim and the
Arbitrator accepts that claim as established at $277,500 plus interest.
Nickerson's analysis was based on the Skilling analysis and therefore suffers from the flaws in
that underlying work. Given Skilling's analysis, Nickerson opined that both Romney and Bauer
could have gotten comparable employment within 120 days of their termination. His Table 2
uses 120 days. He admitted his "but for" earnings were the same as Torelli's and he used the
same fringe percentage as Torelli.
Nickerson claimed that the non-compete restriction did not significantly impact the doctors'
employability since it was not "global." But, even if it did, Nickerson opined, the impact lasted
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for only one year. He estimated that in Romney's case, the non-compete would have cost
Romney $169,379 in additional damages. The Arbitrator is unconvinced. The non-compete
provision in the doctors' contracts was onerous, and required them to completely revise the way
they practiced medicine. For Romney, beginning again professionally was just too difficult.
Bauer decided to attempt to get away professionally from Respondents' influence without having
to uproot his family too. He was successful in finding alternative employment, but it was and
continues to be dislocating for his professional and personal life.
Non-economic damages: Claimants also seek to recover their non-economic loss. The noneconomic component of the loss represents the doctors' pain and suffering. Respondents
correctly point out that these damages are personal to the Claimants. RCW 4.20.046
Having heard the testimony of the witnesses and having reviewed the evidence submitted, the
Arbitrator concludes that the emotional distress that Romney suffered as a result of his
termination warrants an award of $1,000,000, as discussed below. Having considered the noneconomic loss Bauer suffered, the Arbitrator concludes that his pain and suffering likewise
warrants an award of $1,000,000, as detailed below.
Romney had a high reputation in the community. He was revered by staff and patients. (See,
e.g., Nix Deel., Exh. 204, Parags.8-10) He testified that the termination was devastating for him
emotionally. He and his wife both described it as a wound to his soul. (Cindius Romney
2543:17-2544:25) He did not recover from the humiliation. Not only did he never practice
medicine again--he was so shamed that he refused to go out in public and stopped the activities
he had previously enjoyed. His anxiety about the financial impact of a termination so late in his
career also contributed to his suffering. He had to endure this litigation throughout the remainder
of his life. Not long after his termination, he was diagnosed with Stage 4 cancer, but nonetheless
he sat for several sessions of his deposition in the case. He died just three weeks after his
deposition concluded in early 2015. He refused even to have a memorial service or any
celebration of his life. This termination crushed and demoralized him. When Romney died, these
damages stopped. To compensate for his personal pain and suffering, the Arbitrator awards
$1,000,000.
Bauer also was a respected physician and valued by those who worked with him. (See, e.g., Nix
Deel. Exh. 204, Parags. 11, 12) He also suffered humiliation, testifying that he felt "club[bed] to
death professionally." (2228:13-14) At age 47 he was at what should have been the height of his
career and entering into his highest earning years. Instead, he had to begin again professionally.
After fits and starts, he was able to continue to practice medicine by finding a position with a
flexible schedule that met his needs at a great distance from SAPC. His lifetime earning capacity
has been affected by the termination, and he is separately awarded the economic damages for
that, as set forth above. The Arbitrator also awards him non-economic damages of $1,000,000
for his pain and suffering.

IX.

PROCEEDINGS AFTER THE INTERIM STATEMENT
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Respondents' actions in May, 2013, ended one doctor's career and meaningfully damaged
another's. For this, the significant damages awarded here are appropriate, as the Arbitrator
found in her Interim Statement of Decision. After that decision was issued, additional
proceedings took place. (1) Respondents sought reconsideration of the front pay award to Bauer;
(2) the parties disagreed as to aspects of the interest due on the award; and (3) Claimants counsel
sought their attorneys' fees and costs. Each of these issues will be treated here in order.
Claimants have abandoned their claim for punitive damages in this phase of this Arbitration.
Respondents' Motion to Reconsider Bauer Front Pay Award
Respondents argue that the $1,000,000 front pay award to Claimant Bauer was based on
speculative assumptions from an unqualified expert, Torelli. Claimants oppose the motion,
arguing that the Arbitrator lacks the authority to reconsider any portion of the award. Having
considered the evidence and argument, including the post hearing briefing, the Arbitrator
concludes as follows concerning the award to Claimant Bauer: The December 10, 2019 Interim
Statement of Decision is not a final award. Therefore, the rules applicable to final awards are
inapplicable at this stage of the proceedings.

The Arbitrator denies Respondents' motion to reconsider the $1,000,000 front pay award. The
front pay award did not rest entirely on Torelli's testimony, but on all of the evidence offered,
including that by Bauer himself. In the exercise of her discretion, the Arbitrator reduced the front
pay award amount from Torelli's proposed $1,696,840 to $1,000,000. This calculation took into
account several considerations, presuming Bauer's retirement age as 65, and assuming the
growing opportunities Bauer now has in his profession given the years that have passed since the
termination events. These considerations, however, do not diminish the severe and long lasting
harm done to Bauer's reputation and earning capacity by Respondents' termination, particularly
given Respondents' market dominance in the geographic area where Bauer would otherwise
practice. Brundridge v. Fluor Fed. Servs., Inc. 164 Wash. 2d 432, 456- 457 (2008) All of these
facts are amply documented in the testimony and the admitted exhibits. The balancing the
Arbitrator has already done in reducing the requested award by approximately 40% is sufficient
and will not be disturbed. Respondents' motion to reduce the front pay award to zero is denied.
Calculation of Interest on the Amount Awarded
Fallowing issuance of the Interim Statement of Decision, the Arbitrator suggested the parties
reach agreement on the interest due on the amounts awarded to Claimants. The parties met and
conferred and succeeded in reaching agreement on the entitlement to interest on Claimant
Romney's award ofbackpay, including benefits, and the face amount of the insurance policy that
lapsed when he did not pay the increased premium after his termination. They filed a Joint
Statement on Prejudgment Interest ("Joint Statement").
The parties disagree as to when the obligation to pay interest began. Claimants argue that
interest began on July 22, 2013, the date of their arbitration letter demand to Spare (Exh. B to the
Joint Statement). Respondents urge that the obligation to pay interest began on April 11, 2018,
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the date Claimants filed their Demand in this Arbitration. Neither is right. Moreover, the various
components of Claimants' damages must be treated separately because they are different.

Respondents' argument concerning Claimants' delay: Respondents' position that the
obligation to pay interest on any portion of the damages award began on the date of filing the
Demand in this Arbitration, April 11, 2018, is not supported by the case law or the facts in this
case. Despite Respondents' argument, this is not a case in which Claimants acted in a dilatory
manner. The many years of first arbitration, then litigation, then arbitration again were due to
disagreements about the arbitration agreements themselves, and Respondents' own strategic
legal positions. Seattle-First Nat. Bank v. Washington Ins. Guar. Ass'n, 94 Wash. App. 744
(Div. 2 1999) (four-year delay in finalizing the damage award was unreasonable).
At the outset, Respondents now urge that when Claimants initiated arbitration, they failed to
proceed with the AAA as the arbitration agreements required. This argument flies in the face of
the record. First, Exhibit B to the Joint Statement, the Scott Blankenship July 22, 2013 letter to
Spare, states that Claimants were initiating arbitration "under the rules of the American
Arbitration Association." Exhibit C, an August 15, 2013 email from Respondents' counsel Karen
Glickstein to Scott Blankenship, also states "[w]e are agreeable to using John Aslin." Moreover,
her email is part of a string in which Claimants' counsel recapped the attorneys' August 7, 2013
conversation where Respondents' counsel wanted to "potentially not utilize AAA." Claimants
were eager to begin the case, Exhibit C shows. In August, 2013, Respondents obviously agreed
on Aslin's retention as arbitrator, thereby waiving any argument that Claimants should have used
another method to initiate arbitration.
Later, Claimants were required to seek the assistance of the Washington appellate court to
proceed on behalf of a class here. As the court held in its July 10, 2017, decision:
"Here, FMG's failure to raise the issue [of class arbitration] caused prejudice to Romney
in delay and litigation costs. There was an approximately two-year delay between when
Romney brought their suit and when FMG first asserted its right to individual
arbitration."

Romney/or Estate of Romney v. Franciscan, 199 Wash. App. 589,607 (2017) (rev. den.)
At the appellate court, Respondents urged that Claimants caused the delay, the same argument
Respondents make now. The court rejected that claim:
"FMG argues that Romney caused the delay by seeking to void the arbitration
agreements and pursue class discovery. But the main reason for the delay is that FMG
appealed the superior court's order voiding the arbitration agreements before raising the
issue of individual arbitration.

Id. at 607
The appellate court ordered arbitration on a classwide basis in 2017 due to the positions
Respondents had taken and the prejudice to Claimants. Such a result scarcely suggests that
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Claimants acted in a dilatory manner. The fact that many years have passed since Claimants'
terminations is not attributable to any negligence on the part of Claimants or their counsel.
Washington case law provides that the purpose of prejudgment interest is to give plaintiffs the
benefit of the use value of the money for the period they did not have it. Therefore, the interest
calculation begins on the date the claim arose. Seattle-First Nat. Bank; Hansen v. Rothaus, 107
Wash. 2d 468,473 (1986). Claimants were denied the use value of their money in several
categories of their damages, which must be calculated from the date of loss for each category of
damages. The non-economic damages awarded each Claimant do not bear prejudgment interest,
the parties agree.
Romney backpay award: The Arbitrator holds that the proper date on which Respondents'
obligation to pay prejudgment interest on Romney's backpay award (salary and benefits) began
is the date on which Romney's salary ceased, 90 days after his termination on May 19, 2013.
Romney was being paid twice each month. As a result, the amount of backpay must be
calculated as each salary payment was missed. Interest at 12 % runs from each pay period for
the amount due in each pay period. The parties are in agreement on this. The parties have
provided the agreed amount of interest on the backpay award to Romney as follows:
$251,272.06.
Romney life insurance award: The date on which interest on Romney's life insurance award
began to run was the date the policy benefits would have been payable to the beneficiary; that is,
on the date of his death, March 9, 2015. Because he was unable to make the premium payments,
the policy was not in force at the time of his death. The policy death benefit was a liquidated
amount and interest at 12% ran from that date. The amount of interest due is: $168,498.00.
Bauer backpay award: Bauer, too, was paid twice each month. His damages (salary and
benefits) claim is somewhat more complicated since he became reemployed. The Arbitrator
found, based on Torelli's opinion, that Bauer's back pay through July 2019 was $1,036,124, and
fringe benefits were $149,871. (Table 1, Exh. 224) Bauer's total backpay award through July
2019 was thus $1,185,995.
The Arbitrator rejected Respondents' affirmative defense that Bauer failed to mitigate his
damages. Respondents argue now that Bauer's backpay award is unliquidated and therefore
should not bear interest because the Arbitrator's damages decision required the use of discretion,
citing Pannell v. Food Services ofAmerica, 61 Wash. App. 418 (1991). Claimants distinguish
the Pannell decision at page 3 of the Joint Statement. Given the way in which the jury in the
Pannell case was instructed, the jurors had to make a determination of "reasonableness" which
was not the case here.
In Hansen v. Rothaus, 107 Wash. 2d 468 ( 1986), the court confronted two types of damages and
handled them differently as a result. Damages to the vessel were liquidated and could be
computed with reference to a fixed standard without reliance on opinion or discretion. Only the
portion of the claim involving injuries to seamen was unliquidated since that required calculation
of the reasonableness of the medical expenses claimed. The Pannell court stated the distinction
between liquidated and unliquidated claims:
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"In Washington, prejudgment interest can be awarded only in those cases where the claim
is for a fixed sum or the evidence provides a basis for computing the recovery with
exactness, without reliance on opinion or discretion. Hansen v. Rothaus, 107 Wash.2d
468, 472, 730 P.2d 662 (1986). The Hansen case also approves a definition of an
unliquidated claim as one
"where the exact amount of the sum to be allowed cannot be definitely fixed from the
facts proved, disputed or undisputed, but must in the last analysis depend upon the
opinion or discretion of the judge or jury as to whether a larger or a smaller amount
should be allowed."

Hansen, at 473, 730 P.2d 662 (quoting Prier v. Refrigeration Eng'g Co., 74 Wash.2d 25,
33, 442 P.2d 621 (1968))."
Pannell v. Food Servs. ofAm:., 61 Wash. App. 418,449,810 P.2d 952,970, amended, 815 P.2d
812 (Wash. Ct. App. 1991)
In applying Washington law here, two aspects are important to the analysis. First, as the
Supreme Court of Washington held inHillv. Garda, 191 Wash. 2d 553,573 (2018), a wage and
hour class action, prejudgment interest has a "compensatory function."
Second, the authorities which involve interest on wages claims are more helpful in considering
the claims presented in this case than are the cases dealing with interest on other types of claims,
although those are relevant. In Prier, which Respondents cite, the claims involved consequential
damages due to the improper installation of a refrigeration system, not at all the type of claims at
issue here.
This case more closely parallels the cases involving lost wages. For example, Curtis v. Security
Bank of Washington, 69 Wash. App. 12 (1993) involved a workplace failure to accommodate a
disability. The appellate court held that plaintiff's back wages were liquidated and interest was
applied to them.
Similarly, Claimants citeXieng v. Peoples Nat. Bank of Washington, 120 Wash. 2d 512,537
(1993), a national origin discrimination case. The plaintiff made a discrimination complaint
while still employed, then took a disability leave a few months later and ultimately received a
lump sum insurance settlement. In an Appendix to its decision, the Supreme Court of
Washington set out the trial court's unchallenged findings and conclusions, handling backpay as
a liquidated sum, though it involved a promotion to a higher position:
"28. As a result of the defendant's discriminatory actions, plaintiff has lost "back pay,"
since he went on disability leave in August 1987, in the amount of salary he would have
earned from that date to the present if he had been promoted to the Credit Authorizer
position. The amount of such "back pay" would have been approximately $8,231 in 1987,
$23,425 in 1988, $24,900 in 1989, and $10,375 in the first five months of 1990, or a total
of $66,931 through the end of May 1990. This back pay amount is a liquidated sum,
based on the defendant's salary scale for the grade 11 Credit Authorizer position. The
amount of prejudgment interest owing on the liquidated sum representing back pay is
approximately $13,303.26.
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Id. at 537

Washington case law distingui shes the situation in which the trial court's discretion must be
relied on from a case in which the claim is merely disputed. In Miller v. Badgley, 51 Wash. App.
285, 296 (1988) (rev. den.) the cowt stated: "The fact that a claim is disputed, in part or in
whole, does not change the nature of the claim." (citing Prier, 74 Wash. 2d at 33) The court in
Miller found that prejudgment interest was appropriately added after calculating repair costs for
a sailboat; the analysis did not require the judge's discretion.
Indeed, in this case, Respondents' expert Nickerson agreed with the calculations of Torelli,
Claimants' expert. Nickerson simply testified that Claimant Bauer should have mitigated. The
Arbitrator rejected that defense and it did not enter into the calculation of the backpay award.
The backpay calculation was what Bauer actually earned versus what he would have earned if he
had remained employed by Respondents. Xieng v. Peoples Nat. Bank of Washington , 120
Wash. 2d at 537
Having read the cases cited by both sides, and without belaboring all of them, the Arbitrator
holds that the Bauer backpay award is a liquidated sum and shall bear prejudgment interest from
the date when Bauer's salary from Respondents stopped in August, 201 3.

Claimants' claim for attorneys' fees and costs9
As a result of their attorneys' efforts, Claimants here achieved an excellent result. Claimants
filed their Petition for Attorneys' Fees and Costs on January 22, 2020. Respondents' opposition
to the fee application unleashed a broadside at the attorneys' time, rates, and lack of success.
Claimants replied on February 28, with additional declarations and exhibits. The Arbitrator
heard oral argument by telephone on March 5. Thereafter, Claimants submitted a supplemental
fee request through that date. Each of Respondents' objections will be discussed in turn.
As the Washington Court of Appeals held in its 20 15 decision in this case:
"The [arbitration] agreement specifically provides: "Except as otherwise required by law,
each party shall bear *747 his/her own attorneys' fees and other costs associated with any
Claims between the parties." 12 Under any reading of that sentence, the employees would
be entitled to attorney fees under RCW 49.52.070, which provides for an award of
reasonable attorney fees and costs to a successful plaintiff-employee."
Romney et al. v. Franciscan et al., 186 Wash. App. 728, 747 (201 5)(rev. den.)(fn. omitted)

9

Previous ly, the Arbitrator loosely referred to C laimants' counsel's petition for attorneys' fees and costs, but it is
more accurate to state that it is Claimants who are entit led to recover their attorneys' fees and costs. The applicable
Washington statute, RCW 49.52.070, cited above, g ives the Claimant-employees the right; therefore Claimants are
the proper recipients of the attorneys' fees and costs awarded. The 20 15 appellate rul ing is also law of the case.
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Respondents argue that Claimants never should have proceeded in court, that they prolonged the
court proceedings unnecessarily, and accordingly, are not entitled to recover their attorneys' fees
for any of those proceedings. Having reviewed the entire procedural history of the case, and
particularly the two decisions of the Washington appellate court, in 2015 and in 2017, the
Arbitrator disagrees. It is uncontroverted that Claimants initiated arbitration in 2013; they
contended the arbitration agreements were unconscionable only after Arbitrator Aslin brought to
the attention of the parties the Supreme Court of Washington's decision in Hill v. Garda.
Claimants' argument that the arbitration agreements were unconscionable was ultimately
unsuccessful, but their challenge improved the arbitration landscape for them as the court
clarified Respondents' obligations. The Arbitrator is familiar with the arbitration agreements' fee
sharing provision since it was the basis for this Arbitrator's early ruling after her appointment in
2018. (See Procedural Order #6 Order Re: Arbitration Fees/Costs, October 4, 2018). It is not
necessary to revisit that ruling except to state that Respondents argued here that Claimants were
not even entitled to reimbursement of the expenses they had incurred to that point in the
Arbitration. This Arbitrator rejected that position and held Respondents liable for the Arbitration
expenses.
It is true that the second Romney appeal concerned whether the case in arbitration should include
class claims. In 2017, the Washington appellate court held that due to Respondents' own actions
in the case, the parties were ordered to arbitrate classwide claims. While this ruling did concern
the class rather than only the individual wrongful termination claims, it was fundamental to the
structure of the case presently before this Arbitrator, and the facts giving rise to the claims were
inextricably intertwined. Far from failing as Respondents argue, Claimants were able to obtain
an arbitral forum, where they had begun, and one which included their class claims, as opposed
to only their individual claims, tried in three separate arbitrations, as Respondents had argued.
The sequence of events from the early arbitration effort to the Washington courts is apparent
from the time records both Respondents' counsel and Claimants' counsel submitted. Moreover,
as the hearings in this case have revealed, it was important to Washington public policy for the
matters surrounding the terminations of Romney and Bauer to come out, a result much more
likely to happen in court decisions, rather than in an arbitration.

The class claims: This is a rare case seeking attorneys' fees before the case has concluded.
Nonetheless, the parties agreed, and it is appropriate, that the attorneys' fees and expenses
related to this phase of the case be awarded now. The costs are not contested and are allowed.
Respondents argue that the vast majority of the fees sought actually relate to class issues, which
are not before the Arbitrator now. Bearing that distinction in mind, should some of the fee
request be denied at this time or deferred for consideration if Claimants eventually prevail on the
class claims?
Given the way in which the case proceeded in court, and the arguments made, it is apparent that
the issues of class and individual claims are inextricably interwoven. There is a common core of
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facts-the experiences of Claimants working in Respondents' health care system. The class
claims are a portion of that, and to the extent feasible, Claimants' counsel have excised for now
the fees related to those class claims. Bright v. Frank Russell Investments, 191 Wash. App. 73,
83 (2015) and Steele v. Lundgren, 96 Wash. App. 773 (1999) (rev. den.) The fee application
relates that Claimants' counsel have removed about 425 hours related to class aspects of the case.
(Supplemental Declaration of Richard Goldsworthy.) The Arbitrator has considered the
arguments for and against further reduction and finds that the hours already removed are
sufficient and that no further reduction is warranted. The excised time spent on the class claims
will be considered later in the case, if appropriate.
Respondents argue that Claimants' attorneys' fees for time spent attempting to invalidate their
arbitration agreement must be entirely excluded from this fee award. It is true that Claimants
were ultimately unsuccessful in invalidating their arbitration agreements, but they did establish
some important points. First, and most importantly, Claimants were successful in requiring
Respondents to participate in a single classwide arbitration rather than in the three separate
arbitrations Respondents attempted to enforce. Those three separate arbitrations would have
meant that Bauer's arbitration would have been separate from Romney's, and that inefficiency
was avoided by the second appeal. Second, Respondents agreed that they would all participate in
this case though not all were signatories to the arbitration agreements. Third, Claimants got
"clarification" of Respondents' obligations to pay for this Arbitration as long as Claimants
established, as they later did, their inability to pay for it. All of these concessions Respondents
made only after protracted litigation before the Washington courts. Those hours of Claimants'
counsel must now be paid for.

The Arbitrator must assess the reasonableness of the fees. Respondents urge that the fees
sought are unreasonable for a number of reasons, citing Mahler v. Szucs, 135 Wash. 2d 398
(1998). There, the insurer appealed a fee award to its insured's counsel because the amount in
issue in the litigation was very small. The appellate court refused that argument, and said courts
should be guided "in calculating fee awards by the lodestar method" Id. at 433. The court
described the method: counsel must prove reasonable hours and exclude those that are wasteful
or duplicative as well as any pertaining to unsuccessful theories or claims.

To the extent Mahler states the relevant Washington law, Claimants' counsel have done that
here. The Arbitrator has reviewed the billing records counsel submitted and the accompanying
declarations Claimants have submitted. The billing records reveal that the amount of time spent
by counsel on both sides of the case was in roughly the same range. Claimants' counsel have
excluded from the application some time spent on class claims, and the resulting reduced hours
are reasonable under the Washington case law. One might argue that some additional amount of
time should be excluded or deferred; however, in the exercise of her discretion, the Arbitrator
finds that the number of hours Claimants' counsel expended in this dispute from the beginning,
including in this Arbitration and in the accompanying litigation, is reasonable as adjusted in the
fee petition, and declines to reduce them further. Pham v. City of Seattle, 159 Wash. 2d 527,540
(2007)
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Should current or historic rates be used? Respondents argue in their objections that
Claimants' counsel should be compensated only for their rates at the time the work was done.
This is not the applicable standard in the type of case before the Arbitrator. Respondents cite
Mahler, but that decision does not support their position. Mahler cited an earlier Supreme Court
of Washington decision, Fisher Properties v. Arden-Mayfair, 115 Wash. 2d 364 (1990), that
announced an important distinction: outside the civil rights area, the attorneys' fees should be the
rates that were contemporaneously charged. Mahler at 434. (citing Fisher Properties at 376)
The Mahler court held that cases brought in the public interest properly use current rates or
historic rates accounting for inflation to compensate the attorney for delay in payment or the risk
of not getting paid at all. (In Fisher Properties, a commercial lease case rather than public
interest litigation, the court pointed out that plaintiff's counsel had been paid as the case
progressed. Id. at 377) Steele v. Lundgren, 96 Wash. App. 773 (1999)(court approved attorneys'
fees close to six times the damages awarded to plaintiff).
At oral argument, Respondents' counsel urged that historical rates adjusted for inflation was also
a suitable measure and argued that was more appropriate in this case. It is a measure that the
Mahler court mentioned, but since the Arbitrator lacks the information necessary to perform an
inflation adjustment as to the rates of each person who billed time, it is more efficient simply to
use current rates, an equally appropriate standard.
This case is a public policy case such as those the court cited in Fisher Properties. For that
reason, use of the current rates Claimants' counsel seek is appropriate. The declarations of other
counsel Claimants' counsel have submitted underscore the reasonableness of the rates requested.
Respondents have not challenged these declarations and the Arbitrator finds them persuasive as
to counsel's skill and the appropriateness of their rates in the Seattle market. Claimants prevailed
on their claims due to the skill of their counsel, which the Arbitrator observed during the
proceedings, and their success warrants granting the requested hourly rates. The rates are
approved.

Should a multiplier be applied? Washington law provides that when the fee is contingent and
when the quality of the work performed is high, a multiplier may be awarded in the court or
arbitrator's discretion. Bowers v. Transamerica Title Ins. 100 Wash. 2d 581, 598 (1983).
Respondents cite Berryman v. Metcalf, 177 Wash. App. 644,666 (2013)(rev. den.) but that case
involved what the court described as "a minor soft tissue injury case" in a mandatory arbitration
(MAR) case, in which plaintiffs' counsel received a fee award of "nearly $292,000." The
appellate court concluded that the fee award in "this unexceptional case" was "an abuse of
discretion." Id. at 650. The facts in Berryman are so different from those here that its conclusion
is inapposite.
Under Washington law, a contingency adjustment is appropriate to encourage attorneys to take
high risk cases. As the Supreme Court of Washington held in Bowers 100 Wash. 2d at 598, the
court must assess the likelihood of success at the outset of the litigation. The tort of wrongful
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discharge in violation of public policy was not developed in 2013 in Washington to the extent it
is now. Rose v. Anderson Hay and Grain Co., supra, 184 Wash. 2d at 275-281. That fact bears
on the risk associated with this case at the outset, and therefore the appropriateness of an
attorneys' fees multiplier here.
Given all of the circumstances and the public policies at issue here, the Arbitrator finds that a
multiplier of 30% is an appropriate adjustment of the lodestar in this case, rather than the 50%
Claimants' counsel requests. As the Supplemental Declaration of Scott Blankenship
acknowledges, the multiplier is attached only to the fees before December 10, 2019, the date of
the Interim Statement of Decision. The fees awarded, including the multiplier, are therefore the
lodestar, $2,171,643.75, times .30 = $2,823,136.88.

Attorneys' fees for the fee application and other post hearing matters: Washington law
provides for attorneys' fees to be awarded on the fee petition, and fees are also due for counsel's
work on the various post-hearing motions. That amount through February 28, 2020, the date of
filing of the Reply on the fee petition, is $139,821. Claimants' counsel's supplemental filing
describes the time spent from January 22, 2020 through February 28, 2020. Finally, Claimants
have requested fees of$5,954.50 for work performed from February 28 through March 5. Those
amounts are allowed. The total fee award is therefore $2,968,912.38.

Claimants have also submitted their cost bill pursuant to RCW 4.84.010 in the amount of
$4,934.23. It represents costs associated with these individual claims only and Respondents do
not oppose it. Claimants are awarded their costs as set forth in the cost bill in the amount of
$4,934.23.
Claimants request that their award of attorneys' fees and costs be allocated to each Claimant pro
rata. Respondents object, arguing that the attorneys' fees and costs are actually awarded to
Claimants' counsel. As the Arbitrator explained above, that is inaccurate; it is Claimants who
have been awarded their fees and costs due to the applicable statute. Accordingly, their request
to divide the fees and cost award between them pro rata is reasonable and will be allowed.

AWARD
1. Claimant Romney's claim for damages for backpay is granted in the amount of Three
hundred sixty one thousand nine hundred eighty nine dollars ($361,989);
2. Claimant Bauer's claim for damages for backpay is granted in the amount of One million
one hundred eighty five thousand nine hundred ninety five dollars ($1,185,995);
3. Claimant Romney's claim for damages for the lost life insurance policy is granted in the
amount of Two hundred seventy seven thousand five hundred dollars ($277,500);
4. Claimant Romney's claim for non-economic damages is granted in the amount of One
million dollars ($1,000,000);
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5. Claimant Bauer's claim for non-economic damages is granted in the amount of One million
dollars ($1,000,000);
6. Claimant Bauer's claim for damages for front pay is granted in the amount of One million
dollars ($1,000,000);
7. Claimant Romney's claim for prejudgment interest on the damages for backpay is granted in
the amount of Two hundred fifty one thousand two hundred seventy two dollars and six
cents ($251,272.06);
8. Claimant Romney's claim for prejudgment interest on the damages for the lost life insurance
policy is granted in the amount of One hundred sixty eight thousand four hundred ninety
eight dollars ($168,498);
9. Claimant Bauer's claim for prejudgment interest on the damages for backpay is granted in
the amount of Five hundred sixty four thousand one hundred thirteen dollars and sixty four
cents ($564,113.64);
10. Claimants' claim for their attorneys' fees totaling Two million nine hundred sixty eight
thousand nine hundred twelve dollars and thirty eight cents ($2,968,912.38) and costs
totaling Four thousand nine hundred thirty four dollars and twenty three cents ($4,934.23) is
granted.
11. Claimant Romney's Award in the amount of Three million one hundred thirteen thousand
four hundred four dollars and eighty six cents ($3,113,404.86) (which includes Romney's
pro rata share of the awarded attorneys' fees and costs) will be subject to post-judgment
interest at a rate of 5.25%, to begin accruing on the date of entry of this Partial Final Award;
12. Claimant Bauer's Award in the amount of Five million six hundred sixty nine thousand eight
hundred nine dollars and forty five cents ($5,669,809.45) (which includes Bauer's pro rata
share of the awarded attorneys' fees and costs) will be subject to post-judgment interest at a
rate of 5 .25%, to begin accruing on the date of entry of this Partial Final Award.
This PARTIAL FINAL AWARD is in full settlement of all claims and counterclaims submitted
to this phase of this Arbitration only, that is, the individual claims of Claimants Romney and
Bauer for wrongful termination.

Dated: Marcj/) 2020

4,r,,/14/tlll!..
Louise A. LaMothe, APC
Arbitrator
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